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(54) Diagnostic use of physical and electrical battery parameters

(57) Diagnostic use of physical and electrical battery
parameters is made to enhance battery authentication
and security. A power management module measures
an electromagnetic radiation spectrum of a battery mod-
ule based on signal strengths of the electromagnetic ra-
diation detected at one or more antennas. The measured
electromagnetic radiation spectrum of the battery is com-
pared to a reference electromagnetic radiation spectrum,
which may be specified for authentic batteries, for exam-
ple. If the measured electromagnetic radiation spectrum
corresponds to the reference electromagnetic radiation
spectrum, the battery is authenticated for use with the
mobile communication device. A relative condition of the
battery, such as an age or state of health, may also be
estimated based on the measured electromagnetic radi-
ation spectrum of the battery module.
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Description

[0001] The embodiments described herein relate gen-
erally to mobile devices having a battery and, more par-
ticularly, to diagnostic use of physical and electrical bat-
tery parameters on mobile devices.
[0002] Wireless communication devices, personal da-
ta assistants and other types of mobile devices are com-
monly powered by internal power supplies, such as an
internal battery or battery pack. The internal battery pack
may be an assembly of one or more battery cells or bat-
tery modules that, depending on different factors, are ca-
pable of delivering a certain amount of charge to the mo-
bile device in each given charging-discharging cycle. Dif-
ferent battery packs are designed to have different
charge capacities, terminal voltages, charging charac-
teristics, and discharging characteristics. Battery packs
may be removable from the mobile device, for example,
using a battery pack compartment in which the battery
is housed using a securable cover. Alternatively, some
battery packs may be "non-removable", in the sense that
ready access to the battery pack compartment is more
difficult to gain.
[0003] Many battery packs incorporate a battery ID re-
sistor through which the mobile device may ascertain at
least one of the type or model of a given battery pack.
Typically, the battery ID resistor is connected between
two external pins of the battery pack and has a charac-
teristic resistance value that is allocated to the given bat-
tery model. A processor in the mobile device then meas-
ures the resistance of the battery ID resistor and deter-
mines one or both of the type and manufacture of the
battery by comparing the measured resistance value
against known values. If a match is found, the battery is
identified.
[0004] More recently with the introduction of so-called
"smart batteries", which may have an integrated battery
processor or some other processing elements or circuitry
in certain implementations, and in some cases storage
memory, a main processor of the mobile device is able
to identify different battery models by initiating a commu-
nication protocol with the battery processor. By way of
example, according to the communication protocol, the
main processor of the mobile device and a battery proc-
essor of the smart battery may be able to exchange dif-
ferent types of data and other information. In some cases,
the battery processor transmits a battery ID value stored
in the battery memory to the main processor to indicate
the given battery model. Additional information relating
to the charge capacity, charging characteristics and dis-
charging characteristics of the battery may also be com-
municated to the main processor, for use by the main
processor to control operation of the battery.
[0005] In addition to identifying a type or model of the
battery, the communication protocol executed between
the main processor and the battery processor may be
used to authenticate the source of the smart battery.
Some batteries may be manufactured by authorized

sources, while other batteries may originate from
third-party, non-authorized sources. Still other batteries
may be counterfeit (i.e., passed off as being from an au-
thorized source when they have not in fact originated
from the authorized source). To authenticate the mobile
device battery as being from an authorized source, the
main processor may generate and send a challenge mes-
sage to the battery processor. If the battery processor is
able to generate the correct response message, for ex-
ample by processing the challenge message with a cryp-
tographic algorithm or other piece of cryptographic data,
such as a cryptographic key, the battery is authenticated
for use with the mobile device. However, an incorrect
response message could indicate that the battery is not
authentic or is counterfeit. Data integrity checks may also
be utilized to ensure that an incorrect response message
is due to the battery being inauthentic and not a data
error during transmission.

GENERAL

[0006] Being able to identify one or both of the type
and model of a battery, as well as to authenticate the
source of the battery, may be useful for one or more rea-
sons. As one example, rechargeable batteries should
generally be charged to the proper charge capacity and
at the proper charging rate. If the battery is overcharged,
the battery and the mobile device in which the battery is
inserted may both become damaged. This situation be-
comes more common with increasing numbers of
third-party unauthorized or counterfeit batteries made
available on the market. The proper charge rate and ca-
pacity of an authorized battery may be ascertained once
the battery is properly identified and authenticated.
[0007] Third-party unauthorized or counterfeit battery
packs (also referred to herein more generally as inau-
thentic battery packs) may not generally have the same
charge capacity, durability or lifespan of an authentic bat-
tery pack originating from an authorized manufacturing
source. Inauthentic battery packs may be deficient in oth-
er ways as well, for example, by not having the required
safety protection circuitry. Charging methods employed
by the mobile device that were designed for authentic
battery packs may be incompatible with inauthentic bat-
tery packs. Any of these differences in an inauthentic
battery pack may cause the battery pack to fail during
charging or through normal usage.
[0008] For battery packs that are identifiable using bat-
tery ID resistors, it may be possible to read the resistance
value of the battery ID resistor and manufacture a
third-party unauthorized or counterfeit battery pack hav-
ing the same resistance value. From the standpoint of
the mobile device, authentic batteries then become in-
distinguishable from the third-party unauthorized or
counterfeit battery packs in terms of the battery ID resis-
tor. The mobile device may then unintentionally authen-
ticate a third-party unauthorized or counterfeit battery for
use with the mobile device, even though the battery is
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not, in fact, authentic.
[0009] Use of smart battery technology somewhat en-
hances battery authentication and security. The proces-
sor integrated into the battery pack allows for a crypto-
graphic authentication protocol to be implemented in the
mobile device, for example, including challenge-re-
sponse messages or public and private cryptographic
keys. However, cryptographic authentication protocols
may still not provide absolute security. For example, it
may still be possible for a third party interested in man-
ufacturing an unauthorized or counterfeit battery to inter-
cept some piece of cryptographic data, such as a private
key, which then enables the third-party to break the cryp-
tographic authentication protocol. Thereafter, the inau-
thentic battery packs may again falsely appear to the
mobile device as authentic battery packs.
[0010] As an alternative, or in addition to cryptographic
authentication processes, the mobile device processor
may make diagnostic use of various physical and elec-
trical parameters of a battery pack to enhance battery
authentication and security. Due to different physical ge-
ometries and fabrication processes, different battery
packs will generally exhibit different characteristic re-
sponses during certain parts of the charging cycle, dis-
charging cycle or both, as well as in response to different
current demands. The characteristic responses may in-
clude electromagnetic or electrical responses or both.
For example, the size and layout of the battery pack can
contribute to the electrical and physical characteristics
of the battery pack. The internal electrochemistry and
structure of the battery cells or battery modules, such as
a configuration of the battery windings, can also each
contribute to the electrical and physical characteristics
of the battery pack. Accordingly, under certain conditions,
authorized battery packs produced by an authorized
manufacturer will respond generally differently, as well
as characteristically, in comparison to inauthentic battery
packs.
[0011] Even if an inauthentic battery pack can be false-
ly authenticated by the main processor by presenting the
correct battery ID resistor or response message as part
of a cryptographic authentication protocol, the likelihood
of the inauthentic battery pack exhibiting the same char-
acteristic responses as an authentic battery pack in each
of a variety of different charge and discharge conditions
is extremely low. An average production run of a certain
battery model might be, for example, between about 1
to 2 years, which places very tight time constraints on
the third-party to match the manufacturing process of an
authentic battery within the lifetime of the battery model.
Third-party unauthorized and counterfeit batteries are al-
so commonly manufactured using less expensive mate-
rials and processes than are used for authentic batteries.
These and other factors make the likelihood of the au-
thentic and inauthentic batteries having matched re-
sponses in each of the different conditions close to, if not,
zero.
[0012] Even authentic batteries originating from the

same source will not have identical geometries or per-
form identically under all conditions. For example, some
inherent tolerance is typical even for tightly controlled
manufacturing processes. Small deviations in physical
battery geometry may translate into slightly different re-
sponses to being charged and discharged. Accordingly,
the response of a given battery may be determined to
match a reference response for authentic batteries of that
model when there is a correlation between actual and
expected performance within some acceptable range of
values. In some cases, a criterion of matching or corre-
lation may be used for making the determination. The
criterion and the range of values may each be defined.
[0013] To increase the robustness of a security and
authentication protocol based around battery physical
and electrical properties, the degree of correlation be-
tween actual and reference response required for a pos-
itive match may be lowered, while the number of different
test conditions may be increased. As noted above, the
likelihood of a third-party unauthorized or counterfeit bat-
tery having a matched response in each of the variety of
different conditions may be close to zero. An unidentified
battery may therefore be tested under a sufficient number
of different charging and discharging conditions until it
can be concluded with an acceptable level of confidence
that the battery is authentic. This authentication consid-
ers the physical and electrical properties of the battery.
Use of battery ID resistors or cryptographic algorithms,
which are each comparatively simpler to replicate in in-
authentic batteries than are physical and electrical prop-
erties, are not required.
[0014] In one broad aspect, there may be described
herein an electronic device comprising: an interface for
receiving a battery comprising a battery module for sup-
plying power to the electronic device; and a power man-
agement module coupled to the battery and configured
to: measure an electromagnetic radiation spectrum of
the battery due to current flow in the battery module; com-
pare the measured electromagnetic radiation spectrum
of the battery to a reference electromagnetic radiation
spectrum; and if the measured electromagnetic radiation
spectrum corresponds to the reference electromagnetic
radiation spectrum, authenticate the battery for use with
the electronic device.
[0015] In another broad aspect, the device may further
comprise the battery.
[0016] In another broad aspect, the device may com-
prise a mobile communication device.
[0017] In another broad aspect, the reference electro-
magnetic radiation spectrum may comprise an electro-
magnetic radiation spectrum of an authentic battery.
[0018] In another broad aspect, the power manage-
ment module may be further configured to: compare the
measured electromagnetic radiation spectrum of the bat-
tery to at least one of a plurality of reference electromag-
netic radiation spectrums of the authentic battery, each
of the reference electromagnetic radiation spectrums
corresponding to a different relative condition of the au-
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thentic battery; and determine a relative condition of the
battery by associating the measured electromagnetic ra-
diation spectrum with one of the plurality of reference
electromagnetic radiation spectrums.
[0019] In another broad aspect, the relative condition
of the battery comprises at least one of an age or state
of health of the battery.
[0020] In another broad aspect, the power manage-
ment module may be configured to: measure a plurality
of electromagnetic radiation spectrums of the battery due
to current flow in the battery module; compare each of
the measured plurality of electromagnetic radiation spec-
trums of the battery to a corresponding one of a plurality
of reference electromagnetic radiation spectrums; and if
a minimum number of the measured plurality of electro-
magnetic radiation spectrums corresponds to a threshold
number of the plurality of reference electromagnetic ra-
diation spectrums, authenticate the battery for use with
the electronic device.
[0021] In another broad aspect, the device may further
comprise a plurality of antennas for detecting electro-
magnetic radiation, and the power management module
is configured to: measure the electromagnetic radiation
spectrum of the battery based on corresponding signal
strengths of the electromagnetic radiation detected at
each of the plurality of antennas; for each of the plurality
of antennas, compare the received signal strength of the
electromagnetic radiation to a corresponding reference
signal strength; and if a minimum number of the received
signal strengths corresponds to a threshold number of
the reference signal strengths, authenticate the battery
for use with the electronic device.
[0022] In another broad aspect, each of the plurality of
antennas may be tuned to detect a different frequency
range of the electromagnetic radiation.
[0023] In another broad aspect, the battery module
may comprise at least one battery winding, and each of
the plurality of antennas has a different spatial orientation
relative to the at least one battery winding.
[0024] In another broad aspect, the battery module
may comprise at least one battery winding, and the de-
vice further comprises at least one capacitor switchably
coupled to the battery for adjusting a resonant frequency
of the at least one battery winding.
[0025] In another broad aspect, there may be provided
a method for authenticating a battery for use with an elec-
tronic device, the battery comprising a battery module
for supplying power to the electronic device, the method
comprising: measuring an electromagnetic radiation
spectrum of the battery due to current flow in the battery
module; comparing the measured electromagnetic radi-
ation spectrum of the battery to a reference electromag-
netic radiation spectrum; and if the measured electro-
magnetic radiation spectrum matches the reference elec-
tromagnetic radiation spectrum, authenticating the bat-
tery for use with the electronic device.
[0026] In another broad aspect, there may be provided
a power management module for an electronic device

supplied with power from a battery comprising a battery
module, the power management module comprising a
processor and memory coupled to the processor storing
instructions when executed for programming the proces-
sor, the instructions comprising: measuring an electro-
magnetic radiation spectrum of the battery due to current
flow in the battery module; comparing the measured elec-
tromagnetic radiation spectrum of the battery to a refer-
ence electromagnetic radiation spectrum; and if the
measured electromagnetic radiation spectrum matches
the reference electromagnetic radiation spectrum, au-
thenticating the battery for use with the electronic device.
[0027] The embodiments described herein may, for ex-
ample, generally have applicability in the field of data
communication for mobile communication devices that
use a "smart battery", which is a battery pack that is typ-
ically implemented with an embedded battery processor
and other related circuitry to allow communication be-
tween the battery and the mobile device.
[0028] The embodiments described herein may prima-
rily reference a mobile wireless communication device
that has a main processor and is powered by a smart
battery having a battery processor, a battery interface
and related electronics. The battery interface is used for
communication with one or more processors of the mo-
bile device, such as a main processor or a power man-
agement module of the mobile device, as will be de-
scribed in more detail below. However, it should be un-
derstood that the structure and functionality of the em-
bodiments described herein may also be applied to a
battery charger that charges a smart battery. Still other
embodiments described herein may relate to battery
packs that have no embedded processor or related elec-
tronics, i.e. a "passive" battery back.
[0029] The described embodiments generally relate to
authenticating one or more batteries used for supplying
power to an electronic device, which in some embodi-
ments, may comprise a mobile communication device.
A mobile communication device may also be referred to
as a mobile device. In the case where the device is a
mobile communication device, it may comprise a
two-way communication device with advanced data com-
munication capabilities having the capability to commu-
nicate in a wireless or wired fashion with other computing
devices including other mobile communication devices.
The mobile device may communicate with other devices
through a network of transceiver stations. The mobile
device may also include the capability for voice commu-
nications. However, depending on the functionality pro-
vided by the mobile device and the structure of the mobile
device, it may be referred to as a data messaging device,
a cellular telephone with data messaging capabilities, a
wireless organizer, a wireless Internet appliance, a per-
sonal digital assistant, a smart phone, a handheld wire-
less communication device (with or without telephony ca-
pabilities), a wirelessly enabled notebook computer and
the like.
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Brief description of the drawings

[0030] For a better understanding of the described em-
bodiments and to show more clearly how they may be
carried into effect, reference will now be made, by way
of example, to the accompanying drawings in which:
[0031] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example em-
bodiment of a mobile communication device;
[0032] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example em-
bodiment of a communication subsystem of the mobile
communication device of FIG. 1;
[0033] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an example em-
bodiment of a node of a wireless network with which the
mobile communication device of FIG. 1 may communi-
cate;
[0034] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an example em-
bodiment of a battery used to supply power to the mobile
communications device of FIG. 1;
[0035] FIG. 5A is a graph showing a relationship be-
tween cell voltage and battery capacity at different points
in the life cycle of an authentic battery;
[0036] FIG. 5B is a graph showing a relationship be-
tween cell voltage and battery capacity at different points
in the life cycle of an inauthentic battery;
[0037] FIG. 6A is a graph showing a relationship be-
tween charge differential and battery voltage for both au-
thentic and inauthentic batteries;
[0038] FIG. 6B is a graph showing a relationship be-
tween charge differential and battery voltage for both au-
thentic and inauthentic batteries that have been heavily
cycled;
[0039] FIG. 7 is a graph showing a relationship be-
tween battery voltage at peak charge differential and
charge time for both authentic and inauthentic batteries;
[0040] FIG. 8 is a graph showing a relationship be-
tween battery voltage at peak charge differential and
charge capacity for both authentic and inauthentic bat-
teries over the life cycle of the battery;
[0041] FIG. 9A is a graph showing a transient response
of a fresh battery due to pulsed charging or discharging;
[0042] FIG. 9B is a graph showing a transient response
of a heavily cycled battery due to pulsed charging or dis-
charging;
[0043] FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram illustrating the
internal winding structure of a battery module included
in the battery shown in FIG. 3;
[0044] FIG. 11 is a network model for the internal wind-
ing structure of the battery module shown in FIG. 10;
[0045] FIG. 12A is a graph plotting the real and imag-
inary components of battery impedance for a new battery
at different frequencies;
[0046] FIG. 12B is a graph plotting the magnitude and
phase of battery impedance as a function of frequency
for a new battery;
[0047] FIG. 12C is a graph plotting the real and imag-
inary components of battery impedance for a heavily cy-
cled battery at different frequencies;
[0048] FIG. 12D is a graph plotting the magnitude and

phase of battery impedance as a function of frequency
for a heavily cycled battery;
[0049] FIG. 13A is a front perspective view of an ex-
ample embodiment of the mobile device shown in FIG.
1 with several antennas indicated;
[0050] FIG. 13B is a rear perspective view of the ex-
ample embodiment of the mobile device shown in FIG.
1 with the mobile device battery and several antennas
indicated;
[0051] FIG. 14 is a flow chart illustrating a method of
authenticating a battery in accordance with at least one
embodiment; and
[0052] FIG. 15 is a flow chart illustrating a method of
determining an estimate of the relative condition of a bat-
tery in accordance with at least one embodiment.

Detailed Description

[0053] To aid in understanding the general structure
and operation of the mobile device with which the de-
scribed embodiments operate, reference will be made to
FIGS. 1 to 3. However, it should be understood that em-
bodiments of the mobile device are not limited only to
those which are specifically described herein.
[0054] Referring first to FIG. 1, shown therein is a block
diagram of a mobile device 100 in one example imple-
mentation. The mobile device 100 comprises a number
of components, the controlling component being a main
processor 102, which controls the overall operation of
mobile device 100. Communication functions, including
data and voice communications, are performed through
a communication subsystem 104. The communication
subsystem 104 receives messages from and sends mes-
sages to a wireless network 200. In some implementa-
tions of the mobile device 100, the communication sub-
system 104 is configured in accordance with the Global
System for Mobile Communication (GSM) and General
Packet Radio Services (GPRS) standards. The
GSM/GPRS wireless network is used worldwide. Other
standards that may be used include the Enhanced Data
GSM Environment (EDGE), Universal Mobile Telecom-
munications Service (UMTS), Code Division Multiple Ac-
cess (CDMA), Intelligent Digital Enhanced Network
(iDEN™), and Long Term Evolution (LTE) standards.
New standards are still being defined, and it will be un-
derstood by persons skilled in the art that the embodi-
ments described herein may use any other suitable
standards that are developed in the future. The wireless
link connecting the communication subsystem 104 with
the wireless network 200 represents one or more differ-
ent Radio Frequency (RF) channels, operating according
to defined protocols specified for GSM/GPRS communi-
cations. With newer network protocols, these channels
are capable of supporting both circuit switched voice
communications and packet switched data communica-
tions.
[0055] Although the wireless network 200 associated
with the mobile device 100 is a GSM/GPRS wireless net-
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work in some implementations, other wireless networks
may also be associated with the mobile device 100 in
other implementations. The different types of wireless
networks that may be employed include, for example,
data-centric wireless networks, voice-centric wireless
networks, and dual-mode networks that may support
both voice and data communications over the same
physical base stations. Combined dual-mode networks
include, but are not limited to, Code Division Multiple Ac-
cess (CDMA) or CDMA2000 networks, iDEN networks,
GSM/GPRS networks (as mentioned above), and future
third-generation (3G) networks like EDGE and UMTS.
Some other examples of data-centric networks include
WiFi 802.11, Mobitex™ and DataTAC™ network com-
munication systems. Examples of other voice-centric da-
ta networks include Personal Communication Systems
(PCS) networks like GSM and Time Division Multiple Ac-
cess (TDMA) systems.
[0056] The main processor 102 also interacts with ad-
ditional subsystems such as a Random Access Memory
(RAM) 106, a device memory 108, a display 110, an aux-
iliary input/output (I/O) subsystem 112, a data port 114,
a keyboard 116, a speaker 118, a microphone 120, a
short-range communication subsystem 122, and other
device subsystems 124.
[0057] Some of the subsystems of the mobile device
100 perform communication-related functions, whereas
other subsystems may provide "resident" or on-device
functions. By way of example, the display 110 and the
keyboard 116 may be used for both communication-re-
lated functions, such as entering a text message for trans-
mission over the network 200, and device-resident func-
tions such as a calculator or task list. Operating system
software used by the main processor 102 is typically
stored in a persistent store such as the device memory
108, which may alternatively be a read-only memory
(ROM) or similar storage element (not shown). In some
cases, the device memory 108 may be flash memory.
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the operating
system, specific device applications, or parts thereof,
may be temporarily loaded into a volatile store such as
the RAM 106.
[0058] The mobile device 100 may send and receive
communication signals over the wireless network 200
after required network registration or activation proce-
dures have been completed. Network access is associ-
ated with a subscriber or user of the mobile device 100.
To identify a subscriber, the mobile device 100 may re-
quire a SIM/RUIM card 126 (i.e. Subscriber identity Mod-
ule or a Removable User Identity Module) to be inserted
into a SIM/RUIM interface 128 in order to communicate
with a network. Accordingly, the SIM card/RUIM 126 and
the SIM/RUIM interface 128 are entirely optional.
[0059] The SIM card or RUIM 126 is one type of a con-
ventional "smart card" that may be used to identify a sub-
scriber of the mobile device 100 and to personalize the
mobile device 100, among other things. Without the SIM
card 126, the mobile device 100 is not fully operational

for communication with the wireless network 200. By in-
serting the SIM card/RUIM 126 into the SIM/RUIM inter-
face 128, a subscriber may access all subscribed serv-
ices. Services may include: web browsing and messag-
ing such as e-mail, voice mail, Short Message Service
(SMS), and Multimedia Messaging Services (MMS).
More advanced services may include: point of sale, field
service and sales force automation. The SIM card/RUIM
126 includes a processor and memory for storing infor-
mation. Once the SIM card/RUIM 126 is inserted into the
SIM/RUIM interface 128, the SIM card/RUIM 126 is cou-
pled to the main processor 102. In order to identify the
subscriber, the SIM card/RUIM 126 contains some user
parameters such as an International Mobile Subscriber
Identity (IMSI). An advantage of using the SIM card/RUIM
126 is that a subscriber is not necessarily bound by any
single physical mobile device. The SIM card/RUIM 126
may store additional subscriber information for a mobile
device as well, including datebook (or calendar) informa-
tion and recent call information. Alternatively, user iden-
tification information may also be programmed into the
device memory 108.
[0060] The mobile device 100 is a battery-powered de-
vice and may include a battery interface 132 for interfac-
ing with a battery 130. In this case, the battery interface
132 is also coupled to a power management module 134,
which is used to authenticate the battery 130, but also to
assist the battery 130 in providing power to the mobile
device 100. The main processor 102 may also be coupled
to the power management module 134 for sharing infor-
mation. However, in alternative embodiments, the bat-
tery interface 132 may be provided by the battery 130.
[0061] In addition to operating system functions, the
microprocessor 102 enables execution of software ap-
plications 136 on the mobile device 100. The subset of
software applications 136 that control basic device op-
erations, including data and voice communication appli-
cations, will normally be installed on the mobile device
100 during manufacturing of the mobile device 100. The
software applications 136 may include an email program,
a web browser, an attachment viewer, and the like.
[0062] The mobile device 100 may further include a
device state module 138, an address book 140, a Per-
sonal Information Manager (PIM) 142, and other modules
144. The device state module 138 may provide persist-
ence, i.e. the device state module 138 ensures that im-
portant device data is stored in persistent memory, such
as the device memory 108, so that the data is not lost
when the mobile device 100 is turned off or loses power.
The address book 140 may provide information for a list
of contacts for the user. For a given contact in the address
book, the information may include the name, phone
number, work address and email address of the contact,
among other information. The other modules 144 may
include a configuration module (not shown) as well as
other modules that may be used in conjunction with the
SIM/RUIM interface 128.
[0063] The PIM 142 has functionality for organizing
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and managing data items of interest to a subscriber, such
as, but not limited to, e-mail, calendar events, voice mails,
appointments, and task items. A PIM application has the
ability to send and receive data items via the wireless
network 200. PIM data items may be seamlessly inte-
grated, synchronized, and updated via the wireless net-
work 200 with the mobile device subscriber’s correspond-
ing data items stored or otherwise associated with a host
computer system. This functionality creates a mirrored
host computer on the mobile device 100 with respect to
such items. This may be particularly advantageous when
the host computer system is the mobile device subscrib-
er’s office computer system.
[0064] Additional applications may also be loaded onto
the mobile device 100 through at least one of the wireless
network 200, the auxiliary I/O subsystem 112, the data
port 114, the short-range communications subsystem
122, or any other suitable device subsystem 124. This
flexibility in application installation increases the function-
ality of the mobile device 100 and may provide enhanced
on-device functions, communication-related functions,
or both. For example, secure communication applica-
tions may enable electronic commerce functions and oth-
er such financial transactions to be performed using the
mobile device 100.
[0065] The data port 114 enables a subscriber to set
preferences through an external device or software ap-
plication and extends the capabilities of the mobile device
100 by providing for information or software downloads
to the mobile device 100 other than through a wireless
communication network. The alternate download path
may, for example, be used to load an encryption key onto
the mobile device 100 through a direct and thus reliable
and trusted connection to provide secure device commu-
nication.
[0066] The data port 114 may be any suitable port that
enables data communication between the mobile device
100 and another computing device. The data port may
be a serial or a parallel port. In some instances, the data
port 114 may be a USB port that includes data lines for
data transfer and a supply line that may provide a charg-
ing current to charge the mobile device 100.
[0067] The short-range communications subsystem
122 provides for communication between the mobile de-
vice 100 and different systems or devices, without the
use of the wireless network 200. For example, the sub-
system 122 may include an infrared device and associ-
ated circuits and components for short-range communi-
cation. Examples of short-range communication stand-
ards include those developed by the Infrared Data Asso-
ciation (IrDA), Bluetooth, RFID, NFC, and the 802.11
family of standards developed by IEEE.
[0068] In use, a received signal such as a text mes-
sage, an e-mail message, or web page download will be
processed by the communication subsystem 104 and in-
put to the main processor 102. The main processor 102
will then process the received signal for output to the
display 110 or alternatively to the auxiliary I/O subsystem

112. A subscriber may also compose data items, such
as e-mail messages, for example, using the keyboard
116 in conjunction with the display 110 and possibly the
auxiliary I/O subsystem 112. The auxiliary subsystem
112 may include devices such as: a touch screen, mouse,
track ball, infrared fingerprint detector, or a roller wheel
with dynamic button pressing capability. The keyboard
116 is preferably an alphanumeric keyboard and/or tel-
ephone-type keypad. However, other types of keyboards
may also be used. A composed item may be transmitted
over the wireless network 200 through the communica-
tion subsystem 104.
[0069] For voice communications, the overall opera-
tion of the mobile device 100 is substantially similar, ex-
cept that the received signals are output to the speaker
118, and signals for transmission are generated by the
microphone 120. Alternative voice or audio I/O subsys-
tems, such as a voice message recording subsystem,
may also be implemented on the mobile device 100. Al-
though voice or audio signal output is accomplished pri-
marily through the speaker 118, the display 110 may also
be used to provide additional information such as the
identity of a calling party, duration of a voice call, or other
voice call related information.
[0070] Referring now to FIG. 2, a block diagram of an
example embodiment of the communication subsystem
component 104 of FIG. 1 is shown. The communication
subsystem 104 comprises a receiver 150 and a trans-
mitter 152, as well as associated components such as
one or more embedded or internal antenna elements
154, 156, Local Oscillators (LOs) 158, and a communi-
cations processor 160 for wireless communication. The
communications processor 160 may be a Digital Signal
Processor (DSP). As will be apparent to those skilled in
the field of communications, the particular design of the
communication subsystem 104 may depend on the com-
munication network with which the mobile device 100 is
intended to operate. Thus, it should be understood that
the design illustrated in FIG. 2 serves only as an example.
[0071] Signals received by the antenna 154 through
the wireless network 200 are input to the receiver 150,
which may perform such common receiver functions as
signal amplification, frequency down conversion, filter-
ing, channel selection, and analog-to-digital (A/D) con-
version. A/D conversion of a received signal allows more
complex communication functions such as demodulation
and decoding to be performed by the communications
processor 160. In a similar manner, signals to be trans-
mitted are processed, including modulation and encod-
ing, by the communications processor 160. These proc-
essed signals are input to the transmitter 152 for digital-
to-analog (D/A) conversion, frequency up conversion, fil-
tering, amplification and transmission over the wireless
network 200 via the antenna 156. The communications
processor 160 not only processes communication sig-
nals, but also provides for receiver and transmitter con-
trol. For example, the gains applied to communication
signals in the receiver 150 and transmitter 152 may be
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adaptively controlled through automatic gain control al-
gorithms implemented in the communications processor
160.
[0072] The wireless link between the mobile device
100 and the wireless network 200 may contain one or
more different channels, typically different RF channels,
and associated protocols used between the mobile de-
vice 100 and the wireless network 200. An RF channel
is a limited resource that should be conserved, typically
due to limits in overall bandwidth and battery power of
the mobile device 100.
[0073] When the mobile device 100 is fully operational,
the transmitter 152 is typically keyed or turned on only
when the transmitter 182 is sending to the wireless net-
work 200 and is otherwise turned off to conserve resourc-
es. Similarly, the receiver 150 is periodically turned off
to conserve power until the receiver 180 is needed to
receive signals or information (if at all) during designated
time periods.
[0074] Referring now to FIG. 3, a block diagram of an
example embodiment of a node of the wireless network
200 is shown as 202. In practice, the wireless network
200 comprises one or more nodes 202. The mobile de-
vice 100 communicates with the node 202. In the exem-
plary implementation of FIG. 3, the node 202 is config-
ured in accordance with General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS) and Global Systems for Mobile (GSM) technol-
ogies. The node 202 includes a base station controller
(BSC) 204 with an associated tower station 206, a Packet
Control Unit (PCU) 208 added for GPRS support in GSM,
a Mobile Switching Center (MSC) 210, a Home Location
Register (HLR) 212, a Visitor Location Registry (VLR)
214, a Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) 216, a Gate-
way GPRS Support Node (GGSN) 218, and a Dynamic
Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) 220. This list of com-
ponents is not meant to be an exhaustive list of the com-
ponents of every node 202 within a GSM/GPRS network,
but rather an illustrative list of components that may be
used in communications through the wireless network
200.
[0075] In a GSM network, the MSC 210 is coupled to
the BSC 204 and to a landline network, such as a Public
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) 222 to satisfy cir-
cuit switching requirements. The connection through
PCU 208, SGSN 216 and GGSN 218 to the public or
private network (Internet) 224 (also referred to generally
as a shared network infrastructure) represents the data
path for GPRS capable mobile devices. In a GSM net-
work extended with GPRS capabilities, the BSC 204 also
contains a Packet Control Unit (PCU) 208 that connects
to the SGSN 216 to control segmentation, radio channel
allocation and to satisfy packet switched requirements.
To track mobile device location and availability for both
circuit switched and packet switched management, the
HLR 212 is shared between the MSC 210 and the SGSN
216. Access to the VLR 214 is controlled by the MSC 210.
[0076] The station 206 is a fixed transceiver station.
The station 206 and BSC 204 together form the fixed

transceiver equipment. The fixed transceiver equipment
provides wireless network coverage for a particular cov-
erage area commonly referred to as a "cell". The fixed
transceiver equipment transmits communication signals
to and receives communication signals from mobile de-
vices within its cell via the station 206. The fixed trans-
ceiver equipment normally performs such functions as
modulation and possibly encoding (e.g., encryption) of
signals to be transmitted to the mobile device 100 in ac-
cordance with particular communication protocols and
parameters, under control of its controller. The fixed
transceiver equipment similarly demodulates and possi-
bly decodes (e.g., decrypts), if necessary, any commu-
nication signals received from the mobile device 100
within its cell. The communication protocols and param-
eters may vary between different nodes. For example,
one node may employ a different modulation scheme
and operate at different frequencies than other nodes.
[0077] For all mobile devices 100 registered with a spe-
cific network, permanent configuration data such as a
user profile is stored in the HLR 212. The HLR 212 also
contains location information for each registered mobile
device and may be queried to determine the current lo-
cation of a mobile device. The MSC 210 is responsible
for a group of location areas and stores the data of the
mobile devices currently in its area of responsibility in the
VLR 214. Further, the VLR 214 also contains information
on mobile devices that are visiting other networks. The
information in the VLR 214 includes part of the permanent
mobile device data transmitted from the HLR 212 to the
VLR 214 for faster access. By moving additional infor-
mation from a remote HLR 212 node to the VLR 214, the
amount of traffic between these nodes may be reduced
so that voice and data services may be provided with
faster response times, while at the same time using fewer
computing resources.
[0078] The SGSN 216 and GGSN 218 are elements
added for GPRS support, namely packet switched data
support, within GSM. The SGSN 216 and MSC 210 have
similar responsibilities within the wireless network 200
by keeping track of the location of each mobile device
100. The SGSN 216 also performs security functions and
access control for data traffic on the wireless network
200. The GGSN 218 provides internetworking connec-
tions with external packet switched networks and con-
nects to one or more SGSN’s 216 via an Internet Protocol
(IP) backbone network operated within the network 200.
During normal operations, a given mobile device 100
must perform a "GPRS Attach" to acquire an IP address
and to access data services. This requirement is not
present in circuit switched voice channels as Integrated
Services Digital Network (ISDN) addresses are used for
routing incoming and outgoing calls. Currently, all GPRS
capable networks use private, dynamically assigned IP
addresses, thus requiring the DHCP server 220 to be
connected to the GGSN 218. There are many mecha-
nisms for dynamic IP assignment, including using a com-
bination of a Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service
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(RADIUS) server and DHCP server. Once the GPRS At-
tach is complete, a logical connection is established from
the mobile device 100, through the PCU 208, and the
SGSN 216 to an Access Point Node (APN) within the
GGSN 218. The APN represents a logical end of an IP
tunnel that may either access direct Internet compatible
services or private network connections. The APN also
represents a security mechanism for the wireless net-
work 200, insofar as each mobile device 100 is assigned
to one or more APNs, and the mobile devices 100 gen-
erally cannot exchange data without first performing a
GPRS Attach to an APN that the mobile device 100 has
been authorized to use. The APN may be considered to
be similar to an Internet domain name such as "mycon-
nection.wireless.com".
[0079] Once the GPRS Attach is complete, a tunnel is
created and all traffic is exchanged within standard IP
packets using any protocol that may be supported in IP
packets. This includes tunneling methods such as IP over
IP as in the case with some IPSecurity (IPsec) connec-
tions used with Virtual Private Networks (VPN). These
tunnels are also referred to as Packet Data Protocol
(PDP) contexts and there are a limited number of these
available in the wireless network 200. To maximize use
of the PDP Contexts, the wireless network 200 will run
an idle timer for each PDP Context to determine if there
is a lack of activity. When the mobile device 100 is not
using the PDP Context allocated to the mobile device
100, the PDP Context may be de-allocated and the IP
address returned to the IP address pool managed by the
DHCP server 220.
[0080] Referring now to FIG. 4, shown therein is a block
diagram of an example embodiment of the battery 130
that may be used in a device such as the mobile device
100. The battery 130 includes a battery processor 252,
a battery memory 254, switching and protection circuitry
258, measurement circuitry 260, including an analog to
digital converter (not shown), and a battery module 262.
The battery 130 is connected to the main processor 102
and to the power management module 134 through the
battery interface 132.
[0081] In one example embodiment, the battery mod-
ule 262 includes one or more battery windings. More gen-
erally, the battery module 262 may include one or more
battery cells or charge storage devices, which are gen-
erally rechargeable over the life span of the battery 130,
although the charge capacity of the battery windings may
slowly deteriorate over time. The battery windings or cells
may be made using nickel-cadmium, nickel-metal hy-
dride or lithium-ion processes, or other suitable compos-
ite materials and the like. Further details of battery wind-
ings are provided below with reference to FIG. 10.
[0082] The battery module 262 provides supply power
to the battery processor 252, which then provides the
supply power to the main processor 102 via the battery
interface 132, using suitable connections, such as via a
system power bus. The battery interface 132 is shown in
FIG. 4 external to the battery 130, but in alternative em-

bodiments may be internal to the battery 130, or partially
internal and partially external to the battery 130.
[0083] The battery processor 252 controls the opera-
tion of the battery 130 and may communicate with the
main processor 102 via the battery interface 132. The
battery processor 252 may include, for example, regis-
ters, stacks, counters, a watchdog timer, and other com-
ponents (not shown) that are commonly used by a proc-
essor. The battery processor 252 may also include a
clock (not shown). The battery 130 may store information
in the battery memory 254. The battery memory 254 may
comprise a combination of volatile and non-volatile mem-
ory. In some implementations, a single General Purpose
Input/Output (GPIO) pin on the battery processor 252
may be connected to the main processor 102 across the
battery interface 132 to receive instructions from the main
processor 102 and to provide data to the main processor
102.
[0084] The measurement circuitry 260 may be used
by the battery 130 to read certain data related to the op-
eration of the battery module 262, such as battery current,
battery voltage, battery temperature and the like. These
measurements may be used to obtain an estimate of the
amount of charge capacity remaining in the battery mod-
ule 262. To perform these measurements, the measure-
ment circuitry 260 includes an analog to digital converter
(ADC) (not shown). The measurement circuitry 260 may
be optional, since in alternative embodiments, the mobile
device 100 rather than the battery 130, may include cir-
cuitry for performing the functionality of the measurement
circuitry 260.
[0085] The switching and protection circuitry 258 may
be used to protect the battery 130. The switching and
protection circuitry 258 may act like a circuit breaker and
may be activated by the battery processor 252 or the
main processor 102 under certain situations to prevent
the battery 130 from being damaged during use. For in-
stance, the switching and protection circuitry 258 may
include a thermal breaker to disable the battery 130 when
the temperature of the battery module 262 becomes too
high. The thermal breaker may also disconnect the bat-
tery 130 under high current loads if other protection cir-
cuitry fails. The switching and protection circuitry 258
may also protect against short circuits, under-voltage
conditions, over-voltage charging, reverse polarity being
applied to the battery 130, etc. Accordingly, the switching
and protection circuitry 258 may also be used during the
charging, discharging or pre-charging of the battery mod-
ule 262, as well as for battery cell balancing. Additional
protection circuitry may also be included in the battery
interface 132 in some embodiments.
[0086] The battery 130 is also connected to the power
management module 134 of the mobile device 100 via
the battery interface 132. The power management mod-
ule 134 communicates with the battery processor 252 to
take measurements of different operating characteristics
of the battery module 262 using the measurement cir-
cuitry 260. For example, the battery current (charging or
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discharging), terminal voltage and temperature of the
battery module 262 may be measured.
[0087] The power management module 134 may re-
quest that various measurements of the battery module
262 be taken under specific conditions. In some cases,
the specific conditions arise during normal operation of
the battery 130, such as different operations performed
by the main processor 102 or the communication sub-
system 104 (FIG. 1). As a non-limiting example, the pow-
er management module 134 may take battery measure-
ments during an incoming GSM pulse received into the
communication subsystem 104, when there is a substan-
tial current demand on the battery module 262. The pow-
er management module 134 may also request that meas-
urements of the battery module 262 be taken during
charging of the battery module 262, or alternatively dur-
ing power on of the mobile device 100.
[0088] In some cases, rather than taking measure-
ments of the battery module 262 for naturally occurring
conditions during operation of the mobile device 100
(e.g., an incoming GSM pulse), the power management
module 134 may instead temporarily interrupt normal op-
eration of the mobile device 100 in order to subject the
battery module 262 to artificially created charging or dis-
charging conditions. For example, the power manage-
ment module 134 may request a certain current draw
(e.g., 1C, 2C, 0.5C, etc.) on the battery module 262, and
then measure the response of the battery module 262 to
the requested current draw. Alternatively, the power
management module 134 may charge the battery module
262 with a certain charge current, such as those noted
above. As will be appreciated, "1C" represents the mag-
nitude of a current that would fully charge or drain the
battery module 162 in one hour, and a "2C" current has
twice the magnitude of a 1C current.
[0089] Alternatively, or additionally, the time duration
and other external conditions of the battery module 262,
such as temperature, may be controlled by the power
management module 134 to measure the response of
the battery module 262. Optionally, one or both of a heat-
ing element and cooling element (not shown) may be
included in the battery 130 for temperature control by the
power management module 134. A certain AC current
(charging or discharging) may also be applied to the bat-
tery 130 in order to measure the response of the battery
module 262.
[0090] In accordance with at least one embodiment de-
scribed herein, the response measured by the power
management module 134 may comprise a terminal volt-
age or current of the battery module 262. Alternatively or
additionally, the measurement response may comprise
a secondary quantity generated based on the terminal
voltage or current of the battery module 262. For exam-
ple, the power management module 134 may measure
a complex impedance or charge differential of the battery
module 262.
[0091] The power management module 134 may re-
quest, via the battery processor 252, that the measure-

ment circuitry 260 measure the terminal voltage or bat-
tery current of the battery module 262 in order to char-
acterize the electrical response of the battery module 262
under different conditions. Alternatively, an electromag-
netic response of the battery module 262, such as an
electromagnetic radiation spectrum, may be character-
ized. The response of the battery module 262 may be
measured under different known conditions in which
characteristic responses of authentic batteries are ob-
servable, and which would generally not all be reproduc-
ible in inauthentic batteries within the typical production
run of the battery 130. Because authentic batteries are
likely to exhibit each characteristic response to some de-
gree, while inauthentic batteries are far less likely to ex-
hibit the characteristic responses, the power manage-
ment module 134 may authenticate the battery 130 by
comparing the characterized responses of the battery
module 262 with corresponding reference responses that
have been determined for authentic batteries and stored
in the power management module 134.
[0092] In some embodiments, the power management
module 134 may perform authentication of the battery
130 based on a single characteristic response of the bat-
tery module 262. This may be appropriate, for example,
where the actual measured response of the battery mod-
ule 262 is very close to reference values over the entire
life of the battery 130. In such cases, characterization of
a single response of the battery module 262 may ade-
quately distinguish between authentic and inauthentic
batteries, and with enough accuracy to provide a basis
for authentication of the battery 130.
[0093] In some embodiments, to increase the robust-
ness of the authentication process, the power manage-
ment module 134 may characterize a number of different
responses of the battery module 262 taken under differ-
ent conditions. Further description of some example re-
sponses is provided below. If at least a threshold number
of the characterized responses are matched to corre-
sponding reference responses, then the power manage-
ment module 134 authenticates the battery 130. As need-
ed, the power management module 134 may character-
ize additional responses of the battery module 262 until
a positive authentication is made.
[0094] However, if fewer than the threshold number of
characterized responses of the battery module 262
match corresponding reference responses stored in the
power management module 134, the battery 130 is not
authenticated for use with the mobile device 100. In such
cases of a failed authentication, the battery 130 may be
identified as a third-party unauthorized or counterfeit bat-
tery or, optionally, additional responses may be charac-
terized before the battery 130 is determined to be inau-
thentic. The threshold number of characterized respons-
es required to establish a positive or failed authentication
is variable and may depend on the desired robustness,
exactness, or both robustness and exactness of the au-
thentication process.
[0095] In any case of a failed authentication, the main
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processor 102 may then initiate further processing or se-
quences as a precaution to reduce the possibility of the
inauthentic battery causing damage to the mobile device
100. As noted above, damage may be caused to the mo-
bile device by charging of the battery 130 using methods
designed for authentic battery packs and that are incom-
patible with inauthentic battery packs.
[0096] As some non-limiting examples, if the battery
130 is identified as a third-party unauthorized or coun-
terfeit battery, then the main processor 102 may execute
software that provides user feedback, controls radio ac-
cess, and prevents the mobile device 100 from operating
for longer than a certain time, etc. In some embodiments,
the main processor 102 will not charge an inauthentic
battery pack (e.g., a battery pack that fails the authenti-
cation process) or will only permit charging to a maximum
terminal voltage occurring at less than full charge capac-
ity. This way, the likelihood of overcharging the battery
130 is reduced. In other embodiments, if the battery 130
is identified as a third-party unauthorized or counterfeit
battery, then the main processor 102 may be configured
to not allow the mobile phone 100 to operate in its normal
mode of operation. Instead, the main processor 102 may
be configured to provide an indication that the battery
130 is not authenticated for use. For example, the main
processor 102 can cause a suitable graphical indication
to be displayed on the display 110 (FIG. 1).
[0097] In some embodiments, the power management
module 134 may communicate with the battery processor
252 ahead of performing authentication to receive an in-
dication of the model of the battery 130. For example,
the power management module 134 may read the value
of the battery ID resistor or request a battery ID value
from the battery processor 252 to indicate the battery
model. Optionally, the power management module 134
may also perform a preliminary cryptographic authenti-
cation of the battery 130 (although as noted above, some
inauthentic batteries may pass the cryptographic authen-
tication despite not being, in fact, authentic).
[0098] After obtaining the indication of the battery mod-
el, the power management module 134 then selects one
or more specified responses stored in the power man-
agement module 134 associated with the indicated bat-
tery model for comparison with the characterized re-
sponse of the battery 130. In the case of an inauthentic
battery, even if the battery 130 successfully provides the
correct battery ID or passes the preliminary cryptographic
authentication, the power management module 134 may
perform authentication of the battery 130 based on the
measured physical and electrical parameters of the bat-
tery module 262. The battery 130 will be determined by
the power management module 134 to be inauthentic,
even if otherwise appearing to be an authentic battery,
should the battery 130 be unable to reproduce the refer-
ence electrical or electromagnetic responses for authen-
tic batteries of the indicated model under the various dif-
ferent conditions.
[0099] Because some variation may occur between

even authentic batteries manufactured from the same
authorized source, the characterized response of the bat-
tery 130 may not exactly match the reference electrical
or electromagnetic response. Accordingly, the power
management module 134 may define criteria for deter-
mining a positive match between the characterized re-
sponse of the battery module 262 and the corresponding
reference response. The criteria for a positive match may
be defined by the power management module 134 to
provide some flexibility.
[0100] As some non-limiting examples, the power
management module 134 may define a range of values
for one or more particular features of the reference re-
sponse. Corresponding features of the characterized re-
sponse must then be within the defined range before a
positive match is determined. Alternatively, the power
management module 134 may determine a degree of
correlation between the characterized and reference
electrical responses, such as by performing curve fitting,
statistical analysis and the like, and determine a match
between the characterized and reference responses if
there is sufficient correlation. Alternatively, the power
management module 134 may process measurements
taken directly from the battery module 262, such as ter-
minal voltage and battery current, to compute derivative
quantities, and to characterize the response of the battery
module 262 based on the derivative quantities.
[0101] Various additional factors beyond manufactur-
ing quality also affect the response of the battery 130 to
different charge conditions. For example, the battery
module 262 will behave differently under different tem-
peratures and under different charging or discharging
currents (e.g., 1C, 2C, 0.5C, etc.). Batteries of different
ages or states of health or that have been cycled a dif-
ferent number of times will also behave differently. For
example, a battery can be said to age with each cycle of
charging and discharging, so that a heavily cycled battery
will have a different "age" than a fresh or lightly cycled
battery. Aging will also generally cause the physical and
structural integrity (e.g., "state of health") of the battery
to slowly degrade over time. Accordingly, each of the
terms "age" and "state of health", as the skilled person
will understand, may reflect the condition of the battery
module 262 relative to an initial condition (referred to
herein as a "relative condition" indicator of the battery).
As discussed in more detail below, each of these different
conditions may affect one or more different electrical or
electromagnetic responses of the battery module 262.
[0102] Reference electrical or electromagnetic re-
sponses for the battery 130 may be specified for different
electrical excitations of the battery 130, such as different
charging or discharging currents, but also for the different
external conditions of the battery 130 noted above, such
as age or temperature. The power management module
134 may select which of the specified electrical or elec-
tromagnetic responses to compare with the character-
ized electrical or electromagnetic response of the battery
130 based on the given conditions of the battery. For
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example, the power management module 134 may select
a particular reference response that has been specified
for a given charging or discharging current and at a par-
ticular temperature. In some embodiments, a tempera-
ture sensor (not shown) may be used to detect the tem-
perature of the battery 130 for use by the power man-
agement module 134 in selecting a specified electrical
or electromagnetic response for comparison.
[0103] In some embodiments, if the battery 130 is suc-
cessfully authenticated as being from an authorized
source, based on the one or more characterized electrical
or electromagnetic responses, the power management
module 134 additionally may estimate a relative condition
of the battery 130. As the battery 130 ages from its initial
condition, its electrical performance may change over
time. Each different characteristic response of the battery
130 is specified for authentic batteries of different ages
or states of health. However, in some embodiments, the
relative condition of the battery 130 may be determined
at the same time that the battery 130 is authenticated as
being from an authorized source. In variant embodi-
ments, the relative condition of the battery 130 may also
be determined without requiring that that battery 130 be
specifically authenticated as being from an authorized
source.
[0104] By way of example, after first authenticating a
particular model of the battery 130, the power manage-
ment module 134 may then estimate the relative condi-
tion of the battery 130 by comparing the characterized
response for the battery module 262 to one of the different
reference responses for authentic batteries of different
ages. The specified response most closely matching the
characterized response provides the basis for estimating
the relative condition of the battery 130. To increase the
accuracy of the estimate or to validate an assessment of
the relative condition (e.g. age) of the battery, the power
management module 134 can perform multiple different
comparisons. The relative condition of the battery 130
can be determined based upon which estimate provides
the closest overall match across all comparisons of char-
acterized and reference electrical responses.
[0105] Over time, estimates of the relative condition of
the battery may be reassessed. Even if an inauthentic
battery managed to mimic an authentic and healthy bat-
tery in a first estimation of relative condition, the degra-
dation pattern of the battery would be highly unlikely to
maintain that match. In a worst-case scenario, an unau-
thentic battery might go unnoticed for a limited number
of cycles. As noted below, maintaining a history of deter-
mined estimates of the relative condition of the battery
may assist in the determinations of the authenticity, age,
and state of health of a battery.
[0106] In some embodiments, if the power manage-
ment module 134 determines that the battery 130 is in
moderate or relatively poor condition as compared to a
fresh battery, for example due to heavy cycling of the
battery 130, the power management module 134 may
take a specified action to alert the user of the mobile

device 100 to the degrading condition of the battery 130.
For example, but without limitation, the power manage-
ment module 134 may instruct the main processor 102
to display a warning on the display 110 (FIG. 1). The
display may indicate an estimate of the remaining usable
life of the battery 130, which provides the user with some
indication of when to replace the battery 130. In some
other cases, for example, where the relative condition of
the battery 130 has degraded even further, the main proc-
essor 102 may even disable further use of the mobile
device 100 until the battery 130 is replaced with a new
battery.
[0107] In one example embodiment, the ability of the
power management module 124 to determine the relative
condition of battery 130, which may reflect the age and
state of health of battery 130, allows for a prediction of
when battery 130 is predicted to fail. This application may
also be referred to as "warranty prediction". When the
relative condition of battery 130 is determined, and it is
predicted that the battery 130 will fail within a certain pe-
riod of time or that failure is imminent, a corresponding
data message, signal or other indicator may be automat-
ically transmitted by the mobile device 100 to, for exam-
ple, the manufacturer of the mobile device 100 or battery
130. If many batteries are predicted to fail within the same
period of time, this may provide the manufacturer with
advance notice of this condition, allowing the manufac-
turer to plan accordingly (e.g. prepare to deal with a recall
or mass return of battery stock, plan for an increase in
the sale of new batteries, etc.).
[0108] In another example embodiment, the ability of
the power management module 124 to determine the
relative condition of battery 130 may also allow batteries
purported to be of a certain age or condition to be verified.
For example, if an authentic battery is being sold as a
"new" battery when in fact the battery has been heavily
cycled despite appearing cosmetically to be a new bat-
tery, the power management module 124 may be con-
figured to act as an "age meter" for example, to determine
the age of the battery, or to verify that the age or condition
(or both) of the battery is consistent with the age or con-
dition (or both) that it is purported to be in.
[0109] Some different electrical or electromagnetic re-
sponses of the battery module 262 that may be used as
a basis for authenticating the battery 130, or for estimat-
ing the relative condition of the battery 130, or both, will
now be described. Each of the described electrical or
electromagnetic responses may be used by the power
management module 134 independently or in combina-
tion with any number of the other described electrical or
electromagnetic responses to authenticate or estimate
the relative condition of the battery 130. Accordingly, a
positive match may be required for any one, some com-
bination of more than one, or in some cases all of the
described electrical or electromagnetic responses, be-
fore the battery 130 will be authenticated. In the event
that one or more of the electrical or electromagnetic re-
sponses not match, the main processor 102 may initiate
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one of the above-described procedures for handling a
failed authentication of the battery 130.
[0110] For convenience, the different electrical or elec-
tromagnetic responses described herein are organized
under section headings. However, it should be appreci-
ated that the following list is illustrative only and not ex-
haustive of the possible different electrical or electromag-
netic responses of the battery module 262 that may be
used in the described embodiments to enhance battery
security and authentication. Use of section headings
shall not have the effect of limiting the scope of the de-
scribed embodiments in any way.
[0111] Battery Capacity
[0112] Referring now to FIGS. 5A and 5B, the relation-
ship between cell voltage and battery capacity over time
for authentic and inauthentic batteries is illustrated.
Graph 300 in FIG. 5A plots cell voltage on the y-axis (in
volts, V) against capacity removed on the x-axis (in am-
pere-hours, A·h) at various representative points
throughout the life of an authentic battery. In graph 300,
cell voltage represents the terminal voltage measured at
output terminals of battery module 262, while capacity
removed represents the charge removed (or alternatively
stored) in the battery module 262 over a single charge
cycle normalized by the capacity of the battery 130. As
will be appreciated, 1 A·h is equivalent to the amount of
electric charge (in Joules, J) that 1A of current transfers
in 1 h of time and, therefore, graph 300 could be re-written
with units of Joules on the x-axis.
[0113] For an authentic battery manufactured by an
authorized source, the cell voltage and charge removed
(or stored) in the battery module 262 will be characteris-
tically related to one another as shown in FIG. 5A. Curve
305 represents the characteristic relationship between
cell voltage and charge capacity when the battery 130
(FIG. 4) is new. Curves 310, 315 and 320 represent the
relationship between these two battery parameters as
the battery 130 ages, for example, in four-month inter-
vals. Thus, curve 310 may represent the relationship be-
tween cell voltage versus charge removed when the bat-
tery 130 is 4 months old, curve 315 may represent the
relationship when the battery 130 is 8 months old, and
curve 320 may represent the relationship when the bat-
tery 130 is 12 months old, although these battery ages
are examples only.
[0114] As indicated by FIG. 5A, the age of the battery
130 generally affects the relationship between cell volt-
age and charge capacity of the battery module 262. For
example, the charge capacity of the battery 130 generally
decreases over the lifetime of the battery 130, so that in
older or more degraded batteries, progressively less
charge tends to be stored or removed per unit voltage
change from full charge (at approximately 4.1V). In other
words, the battery 130 over time gradually loses the abil-
ity to store charge due to aging or wearing out. This deg-
radation of the relative condition of the battery 130 is
indicated by the trendline 325 on graph 300.
[0115] During operation of the mobile device 100, pow-

er management module 134 (FIG. 4) monitors the termi-
nal voltage of the battery module 262 (FIG. 4), as well
as the battery current discharged from the battery module
262 as a function over time to compute capacity removed.
From these two measured battery parameters, power
management module 134 is able to characterize the volt-
age-capacity response of the battery 130. Alternatively,
the power management module 134 may monitor the ter-
minal voltage and charging current of the battery module
262 during charging in order to characterize the voltage-
capacity response of the battery 130.
[0116] In addition to age or state of health, the volt-
age-capacity response of the battery 130 will generally
depend on other conditions of the battery 130. Curves
305, 310, 315 and 320 therefore represent the volt-
age-capacity response of the battery 130 only under a
given set of conditions and would not generally be iden-
tical for different conditions of the battery 130. Different
conditions for the battery 130 would typically generate
different cell voltage-charge capacity responses.
[0117] As some non-limiting examples, curves 305,
310, 315 and 320 may be generated for a particular op-
erating temperature of the battery module 262 and for a
particular rate of charge or discharge. Although not spe-
cifically illustrated on graph 300, additional voltage-ca-
pacity responses of the battery 130 for multiple different
temperatures, different charge or discharge rates, or both
different temperatures and different charge or discharge
rates are specified and stored in the power management
module 134.
[0118] Referring now to graph 350 of FIG. 5B, the pow-
er management module 134 may also use the volt-
age-capacity response characterized for the battery 130
as a basis for authenticating that the battery 130 was
produced by an authorized source. Curves 355, 360, 365
and 370 correspond to the voltage-capacity responses
of an inauthentic battery that are measured under the
same conditions as curves 355, 360, 365 and 370, shown
in FIG. 5A, which were measured for an authentic battery.
Trendline 375 on graph 350 shows that the relative con-
dition of inauthentic batteries can be predicted to degrade
over time as well. Region 380 on graph 350 indicates the
general location of the trendline 325 in FIG. 5A.
[0119] As seen from FIG. 5B, the features of curves
355, 360, 365 and 370 for the inauthentic battery do not
exactly match the features of curves 305, 310, 315 and
320 shown in FIG. 5A for the authentic battery. For ex-
ample, trendline 375 on graph 350 is drawn through the
respective knee-points of curves 355, 360, 365 and 370,
which roughly correspond to the full charge capacity of
the battery 130 for a given age. Region 380 drawn on
graph 350, which indicates the location of the corre-
sponding knee-points of curves 305, 310, 315 and 320
for the authentic battery, does not align with trendline 375.
[0120] Accordingly, in some embodiments, the power
management module 134 may estimate the charge ca-
pacity of the battery 130 by detecting the knee-point of
the voltage-capacity response, and compare the estimat-
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ed charge capacity against reference values. Using the
results of the comparison, alone or in combination with
other comparisons, the power management module 130
may authenticate or estimate the relative condition of the
battery 130, or both. Authentic batteries will lose their
charge capacity at different rates in comparison to inau-
thentic batteries, which will be detectable by the power
management module 134 in at least some cases.

Charge Differential

[0121] Referring now to FIGS. 6A and 6B, the relation-
ship between charge differential and battery voltage for
authentic and inauthentic batteries is illustrated. Graph
400 in FIG. 6A plots charge differential on the y-axis (in
units of ampere-hours per volt, (A·h)/V) against battery
voltage on the x-axis (in units of volts, V) for a new battery.
In graph 400, the plotted charge differential represents
a rate of change of a charge capacity of the battery mod-
ule 262 during charging with respect to a terminal voltage
of the battery module 262. The charge differential is plot-
ted as a function of the terminal voltage of the battery
module 262.
[0122] Each point on a curve plotted on graph 400 rep-
resents, for a different terminal voltage of the battery
module 262, the incremental charge delivered to the bat-
tery module 262 that results in a corresponding incre-
mental increase in the terminal voltage of the battery
module 262. Curves 405 and 410 represent the respons-
es of two different authentic batteries manufactured from
two different authorized sources. Curve 415 represents
the response of an inauthentic battery. Each of curves
405, 410 and 415 are generated from measurements tak-
en during charging of a new battery and under equivalent
external conditions (e.g., temperature).
[0123] As can be seen from FIG. 6A, depending on the
particular controls imposed on the manufacturing proc-
ess, two different authentic batteries from two different
authorized sources may exhibit a similar charge differ-
ential response during charging. However, in at least
some cases, inauthentic batteries would not generally
exhibit a response identical with the response of authen-
tic batteries.
[0124] For example, curves 405 and 410 have gener-
ally similar trajectories and each show characteristic fea-
tures at approximately the same locations. Region 420
indicated on graph 400 shows that curves 405 and 410
each experience a local maximum of between 2 and 3
(A·h)/V for a battery module 262 terminal voltage at be-
tween approximately 3.8 V and approximately 3.9 V. Re-
gion 425 shows that curves 405 and 410 each also ex-
perience another local maximum of approximately 7 (A·h)
/V for a battery module 262 terminal voltage at between
approximately 3.9 V and approximately 4.0 V. While il-
lustrated numerically for ease of reference, it should be
appreciated that curves 405 and 410 are not restricted
only to the values or ranges specifically indicated.
[0125] For the same conditions, curve 415 correspond-

ing to the inauthentic battery does not exhibit the same
general features as curves 405 and 410 corresponding
to the authentic batteries. As one example, while curve
415 experiences a local maximum between approxi-
mately 3.9 V and approximately 4.0 V, the value of the
local maximum is only about 3 (A·h)/V and does not co-
incide with region 425. As another example, curve 415
does not exhibit any appreciable local maximum between
approximately 3.8 V and approximately 3.9 V corre-
sponding to the region 420. As a third example, curve
415 also shows a second local maximum between ap-
proximately 4.0 V and approximately 4.1 V, where no
corresponding local maximum is observed in curves 405
and 410.
[0126] In some embodiments, during charging of the
battery module 262, the power management module 134
(FIG. 4) measures the terminal voltage and charging cur-
rent supplied to the battery module 262 as a function of
time to characterize the charge differential response of
the battery 130 (FIG. 1), i.e., to generate a curve 405,
410 or 415. The power management module 134 then
compares one or more features of the characterized
charge differential response against reference charge
differential responses that have been specified for au-
thentic batteries and stored in the power management
module 134. Based on the results of the comparison (op-
tionally with other comparisons), the power management
module 134 may authenticate or estimate the relative
condition of the battery 130.
[0127] Referring now to FIG. 6B, graph 450 illustrates
the charge differential response for the same batteries
as in graph 400 of FIG. 6A, but after each of the batteries
has been aged, such as through heavy cycling. Graph
450 has the same units and is plotted on the same scale
as graph 400 shown in FIG. 6B. Curves 455 and 460
represent the responses of the two authentic batteries,
and curve 465 represents the response of the inauthentic
battery. Each of curves 455, 460 and 465 is generated
again from measurements taken during charging under
equivalent external conditions (e.g., temperature).
[0128] As will be appreciated from FIG. 6B, even after
aging, the charge differential responses of the two au-
thentic batteries manufactured from different authorized
sources remain similar and distinguishable from the
charge differential response of the inauthentic battery.
For example, curves 455 and 460 again each experience
a local maximum, which is indicated by region 470, for a
battery terminal voltage of between approximately 3.8 V
and approximately 3.9 V. Curves 455 and 460 also each
experience a second local maximum at between approx-
imately 3.9 V and approximately 4.0 V, which is indicated
by region 475. Curve 465 corresponding to the inauthen-
tic battery only exhibits a single local maximum at be-
tween approximately 4.0 V and approximately 4.1V.
[0129] The charge differential response of the battery
130 also provides a basis for estimating the relative con-
dition of the battery 130. For example, while curves 455
and 460 each exhibit a local maximum in region 475, the
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height of the local maximum is smaller as compared to
the local maximum seen in region 425 of FIG. 6A. By
detecting the height of the local maximum that occurs
between approximately 3.9 V and approximately 4.0 V
for the battery 130 and comparing against specified
charge differential responses for authentic batteries, the
power management module 134 in some embodiments
can estimate the relative condition of the battery 130
based on the charge differential response of the battery
module 262.
[0130] The characteristic charge differentials exhibited
by authentic and inauthentic batteries are explainable in
part by the underlying electrochemistry of the battery 130.
For example, rechargeable batteries may be manufac-
tured using different materials for each of the anode, cath-
ode and electrolyte. Nickel-cadmium (NiCd) batteries
typically use a nickel (III) oxide-hydroxide cathode, a cad-
mium electrode, and an alkaline electrolyte, such as po-
tassium hydroxide. Compared to NiCd batteries, nickel-
metal hydride (NiMH) batteries typically use a different
metallic compound for the anode, which can be a rare
earth mixture.
[0131] More recently, rechargeable lithium ion batter-
ies (LIB) have been developed, in which the migration of
ions of lithium from the battery anode to the battery cath-
ode during discharge provides the electromotive force of
the battery. During charging, an external electrical power
source (e.g., the charging circuit) applies a charging volt-
age to the battery of the same polarity as the battery
terminals, but of a larger magnitude, which causes a proc-
ess of reverse migration to occur. The ions of lithium col-
lected at the cathode are forced back to the anode,
wherein they become embedded in a process known as
intercalation.
[0132] Because the intercalation of the lithium ions oc-
curs more readily at certain discrete energy levels, the
charge input rate of the battery 130 (i.e., the charge dif-
ferential) varies throughout the charge cycle of the bat-
tery 130 in a manner that is characteristic to the internal
electrochemistry of the battery 130. As suggested by
FIGS. 6A and 6B, inauthentic batteries will not typically
match the intercalation rates of authentic batteries. Even
if the inauthentic battery is designed using the same or
a similar internal electrochemical process, ion intercala-
tion is affected by other factors such as the battery size
and geometry.
[0133] While explained primarily with reference to the
electrochemistry of lithium ion batteries, NiCd and NiMH
batteries also utilize ion intercalation during charging to
embed charge carriers in the battery anode. As a result,
NiCd and NiMH batteries also tend to exhibit charge dif-
ferential responses during charging that are characteris-
tic of the underlying electrochemistry and battery topol-
ogy. In each case, the particular charge differential re-
sponse of the battery 130 may provide a basis for au-
thenticating or estimating the relative condition of the bat-
tery 130, or both.
[0134] Referring now to FIGS. 7 and 8, the charge dif-

ferential response of the battery 130 (FIG. 4) may be
characterized by the power management module 134 in
an alternative form to what is illustrated in FIGS. 6A and
6B.
[0135] Graph 500 in FIG. 7 plots voltage on the y-axis
(in units of volts, V) against charge time on the x-axis (in
units of minutes, min). The y-axis values in graph 500
represent measured terminal voltages of the battery
module 262 (FIG. 4) at the point during charging of the
battery 130 where the charge differential (as defined
above with respect to FIGS. 6A and 6B) reaches its max-
imum value. The x-axis values in graph 500 represent
the time during the charge cycle at which the maximum
charge differential occurred. Accordingly, graph 500 is
specific to a particular charging current (e.g., 1C) and
could be equivalently drawn with units of Joules on the
x-axis.
[0136] Region 505 on graph 500 is defined to include
all points having a y-coordinate less than 4.0 V and an
x-coordinate less than 250 min. Region 510 includes all
points not included in region 505. In some embodiments,
the power management module 134 may determine if
the battery 130 is authentic according to whichever re-
gion, 505 or 510, the measured battery voltage at peak
charge differential is located in. It should be appreciated
that the specific boundaries illustrated in FIG. 7 are illus-
trative only and may have different values depending on
the conditions under which the parameters of the battery
130 are measured.
[0137] Data points 515 are each located within region
505 and correspond to measurements taken on authentic
batteries. For example, data points 515 can represent
measurements taken on the same authentic battery or,
alternatively, from different authentic batteries manufac-
tured from different authorized sources. Data points 520
are each located within region 510 and correspond to
measurements taken on inauthentic batteries. Again, for
example, data points 520 can represent measurements
taken on the same inauthentic battery or, alternatively,
from different inauthentic batteries.
[0138] As will be appreciated from FIG. 7, data points
520 have generally different x-coordinates and y-coordi-
nates relative to data points 515. This indicates that the
peak charge differential for the inauthentic batteries oc-
curred both at a different terminal voltage of the battery
module 262 (∼4.03 V as opposed to ∼3.95 V) and at a
different time during the charge cycle (∼262.5 min as op-
posed to ∼200 min). Each or both of these differences
may be detected and used by the power management
module 134 to authenticate the battery 130.
[0139] Referring now to FIG. 8 specifically, the charge
differential response of authentic and inauthentic batter-
ies is also characterizable or measurable over the lifetime
of the battery 130 (FIG. 4). Graph 550 in FIG. 8 plots
voltage on the y-axis (in units of volts, V) against charge
capacity on the x-axis (in units of ampere-hours, A·h).
For each data point plotted on graph 550, the y-axis value
represents measured terminal voltages of the battery
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module 262 at the point during charging of the battery
130 where the charge differential (as defined above with
respect to FIGS. 6A and 6B) reaches its maximum value.
The corresponding x-axis value then represents the
charge capacity of the battery 130 at which the maximum
charge differential occurred and, accordingly, corre-
sponds to a particular tap time during charging or dis-
charging. Charge capacity may be estimated, for exam-
ple, by integrating the charging current supplied to the
battery 130 over time during the charge cycle.
[0140] Data points 555 correspond to measurements
taken on an authentic battery at various intervals over
the lifetime of an authentic battery. The authentic battery
trendline 560 indicates the general trajectory of the data
points 555 as the authentic battery ages, from right
(new/fresh battery) to left (aged/cycled battery). As the
authentic battery trendline 560 indicates, over the lifetime
of the battery, peak charge differentials tend to occur at
increasing terminal voltages and correspondingly de-
creasing charge capacities of the battery module 262.
[0141] Graph 550 also includes data points 565, which
correspond to measurements taken on an inauthentic
battery over the lifetime of the inauthentic battery, and
under similar conditions as the data points 555 generated
for the authentic battery. The general trajectory of data
points 565 is indicated by inauthentic battery trendline
570, which shows that for the inauthentic battery, as well
as the authentic battery, peak charge differential tends
over the lifetime of the battery tends to drift toward in-
creasing terminal voltages and correspondingly decreas-
ing charge capacities of the battery module 262.
[0142] As FIG. 8 shows, the power management mod-
ule 134 may authenticate the battery 130 as being from
an authorized source using the measurement of peak
charge differential. For example, power management
module 134 (FIG. 4) may distinguish between data points
on the two trendlines 560 and 570 to define reference
peak charge differential values for authentic batteries.
Measurements of peak charge differential for the battery
130 may then be compared against each of the authentic
battery trendline 560 and the inauthentic battery trendline
570. If the power management module 130 determines
that the peak charge differential measurement better
matches the authentic battery trendline 560, the battery
130 may be authenticated. Otherwise, if the peak charge
differential measurement better matches the inauthentic
battery trendline 570, the power management module
134 may refuse to authenticate the battery 130 and, op-
tionally, perform additional comparisons based on other
electrical responses of the battery 130 to make a conclu-
sive authentication.
[0143] In addition to performing authentication, power
management module 134 may also estimate the relative
condition of the battery 130 using the measurement of
peak charge differential. The relative condition of the bat-
tery 130 may also be estimated without performing au-
thentication, in variant embodiments. For example, pow-
er management module 134 may determine where on

the authentic battery trendline 560 the measurement of
peak charge different is located in order to estimate the
relative condition of the battery 130. As the battery 130
ages, the measurement of peak charge differential will
tend to move along the authentic battery trendline 560,
from right to left, at a characteristic rate that provides one
possible basis for estimating the relative condition of the
battery 130.
[0144] While FIGS. 7 and 8 present some numerical
examples, it should be appreciated that the particular da-
ta points plotted on graphs 500 and 550 are illustrative
only and may depend on the particular conditions of the
battery 130 when the measurements are taken. For ex-
ample, temperature and charging/discharging rate will
generally affect the measurement of peak charge differ-
ential. Accordingly, in some embodiments, different ref-
erence peak charge differentials may be determined for
different external conditions of the battery 130, such as
temperatures and charging/discharging rates, and stored
in the power management module 134 for use in authen-
ticating or estimating the relative condition of the battery
130, or both.

Voltage Slump

[0145] Referring now to FIGS. 9A and 9B, a transient
response of the battery 130 (FIG. 4) to alternating current
may exhibit characteristic features that provide a basis
for the power management module 134 (FIG. 4) to dif-
ferentiate between authentic and inauthentic batteries.
Graph 600 in FIG. 9A plots battery terminal voltage on
the y-axis (in units of volts, V) against time on the x-axis
(in units of minutes, min) for a new/fresh battery. Graph
650 in FIG. 9B plots battery terminal voltage on the y-
axis (in units of volts, V) against time on the x-axis (in
units of minutes, min) for an aged/cycled battery.
[0146] Curve 605 plotted on graph 600 represents the
transient response of a new, authentic battery to a large
intermittent (e.g., pulsed) current draw. For example,
curve 605 may represent the current drawn from the bat-
tery 130 during transmission or receipt of wireless com-
munications by the communication subsystem 104 (FIG.
1). Alternatively, curve 605 may represent an artificial
current draw from the battery 130 requested by the power
management module 134 after interrupting normal oper-
ation of the mobile device 100.
[0147] Each cycle in battery voltage curve 605 consists
of a high voltage level 610 and a low voltage level 615.
The high voltage level 610 results when no or little current
is being drawn from the battery 130 and corresponds
approximately to the open circuit voltage of the battery
module 262. However, when a large current is drawn
from the battery 130, the terminal voltage of the battery
module 262 characteristically "droops" or "slumps" down
to the low voltage level 615. When the large current draw
on the battery 130 ceases, the battery voltage rebounds
to the high voltage level 610.
[0148] As seen in FIG. 9A, each battery "droop" or
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"slump" may be considered to undergo a number of tran-
sitions that define at least three discrete phases. In phase
620, the battery voltage curve 605 undergoes a relatively
steep decrease from the high voltage level 610 to an
intermediate voltage level somewhat above the low volt-
age level 615. In the next phase 625, the battery voltage
curve 605 undergoes a second, more gradual decrease
from the intermediate level down to the low voltage level
615. In the final phase 630, the battery voltage curve 605
holds steady at the low voltage level 615 until the large
current draw on the battery 130 is stopped and the battery
voltage curve 605 then rebounds to the high voltage level
610. Similar discrete phases may be observed as the
battery voltage curve 605 rebounds to the high voltage
level 610.
[0149] The phases 620, 625 and 630 of the battery
voltage curve 605 are explainable with reference to the
internal electrochemistry of the battery 130. The relatively
rapid decrease of the battery voltage curve 605 in phase
620 corresponds to the interval voltage drop in the battery
module 262 due to the effective series resistance (ESR)
of the battery module 262. The voltage difference be-
tween the high voltage level 610 and the intermediate
voltage level, in relation to the battery current, therefore
provides an estimate of the battery ESR. The second,
more gradual voltage drop in phase 625 of the battery
voltage curve 605 is due at least in part to one or more
polarization layers building up inside the battery module
262 at one or more electrode/separator interfaces (ex-
plained below with reference to FIG. 10) when the battery
130 is being discharged.
[0150] Different internal battery electrochemistries
give rise to different battery droop characteristics, not just
between batteries manufactured from different sources
or having different geometries, but also over the lifetime
of the battery 130. Accordingly, the amounts of the two
voltage drops caused respectively by the battery ESR
and a polarization layer provide the power management
module 134 with bases for comparison between authen-
tic and inauthentic batteries. For example, the power
management module 134 may measure one or both of
these voltage drops and compare against reference volt-
age drops for authentic batteries. Matching of measured
to reference values may allow the power management
module 134 to authenticate the battery 130.
[0151] Additionally, the characteristic voltage drops
caused respectively by the battery ESR and the polari-
zation layer provide the power management module 134
with at least two bases for estimating the relative condi-
tion of the battery 130.
[0152] Referring now to FIG. 9B, battery voltage curve
655 represents the transient response of the same bat-
tery characterized by battery voltage curve 605 in FIG.
9A, but no longer new. For example, curve 655 may rep-
resent an aged or heavily cycled battery. While battery
voltage curve 655 has the same general waveform as
battery voltage curve 605, comprising alternating high
and low voltage levels 660 and 665, the droop charac-

teristics of battery voltage curve 665 have changed
somewhat. In particular, the voltage drops experienced
in phases 670 and 675 of battery voltage curve 655 are
each respectively larger than corresponding voltage
drops associated with phases 630 and 625 of battery
voltage curve 605 determined for the new battery (shown
in FIG. 9A).
[0153] To some extent, these differences can be ex-
plained by the decreased mobility of the charge carriers
(e.g., the ions of lithium) inside the battery module 262
as the battery 130 ages. Decreased ion mobility tends to
increase the ESR of the battery 130 and, due to the in-
creased susceptibility of the battery electrolyte, cause a
thicker polarization layer to form on the battery anode.
Many aged or heavily cycled batteries will therefore ex-
hibit larger ESR and thicker polarization layers over time.
[0154] In some embodiments, the power management
module 134 measures one or both of the voltage drops
due to ESR and polarization in order to characterize the
transient response of the battery 130. By comparing the
measured voltage drops with changing reference values
over time, the power management module 134 is able to
estimate the relative condition of the battery 130. While
FIG. 9B shows the transient response of a heavily cycled
battery, in relation to the transient response of a new
battery shown in FIG. 9A, it should be appreciated that
inauthentic batteries may also exhibit different droop
characteristics as compared to authentic batteries. Thus,
in some embodiments, power management module 134
also uses the characterized transient response of the bat-
tery 130 to perform authentication.

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)

[0155] Referring now to FIGS. 10, 11 and 12A-12D,
battery impedance modeling and estimation performed
under conditions of alternating current (AC), hereinafter
referred to as "electrochemical impedance spectrosco-
py" (EIS), provides a further basis for differentiating be-
tween authentic and inauthentic batteries. Accordingly,
in some embodiments, the power management module
134 performs (FIG. 4) EIS on the battery 130 to perform
authentication.
[0156] In EIS, a network model is proposed to repre-
sent the AC impedance of different internal components
or structures of a known authentic battery. Each internal
battery component included in the network model is rep-
resented by a corresponding battery parameter. Specific
relationships (e.g., series or parallel connections) are al-
so defined between certain of the battery parameters in-
cluded in the network model to reflect different physical
relationships between the internal battery components
represented in the network model. Values for the different
battery parameters are then solved by measuring the to-
tal complex impedance of the authentic battery under
different AC frequency excitations, and performing sys-
tems analysis on the network model to determine values
for each individual battery parameter. After computing
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values for the different battery parameters, the complete
network model of the authentic battery provides a meas-
ure of the reference impedance of authentic batteries for
comparison against measured impedances of the battery
130.
[0157] As will be appreciated, impedance may be re-
lated to voltage through current. Accordingly, in some
embodiments, as an alternative to comparing measured
and reference impedances, the power management
module 134 may be configured to measure terminal AC
voltages of the battery module 262 for a given AC current,
and compare the measured terminal AC voltages against
reference terminal AC voltages derived from the refer-
ence impedance of the authentic battery and the given
AC current.
[0158] Referring now to FIG. 10 specifically, there is
shown a simplified model of a battery winding 700 that
may be included in the battery module 262 (FIG. 4) in
some embodiments. The battery winding 700 is shown
schematically in cross-sectional view for simplicity and
clarity of illustration, although it should be appreciated
that in the described embodiments, the battery winding
700 may be rolled or stacked within the battery module
262 to provide increased density. The battery module
262 may also include more than one battery winding 700
in different embodiments.
[0159] Battery winding 700 includes a cathode 702
separated from an anode 704 by a separator 706 inside
of a housing 708. As noted above, the cathode 702 and
anode 704 may be made from different materials depend-
ing on the electrochemistry of the battery 130. Current
collector 710 backs the cathode 702 and provides an
electrical path to tab 712, which leads to the exterior of
the housing 708 and is thereby used as an external con-
nection for the battery winding 700. Similarly, current col-
lector 714 backs the anode 704 and provides an electrical
path to tab 716, which leads to the exterior of the housing
708 and is thereby used as another external connection
for the battery winding 700. The tabs 712 and 716 may
also together form the external battery terminals for the
battery module 262.
[0160] An electrolyte is provided in the interior space
718 within the housing 708, between the cathode 702
and the anode 704. The electrolyte, which may be in a
liquid or solid phase, contains the charge carriers that
provide the battery winding 700 with an electromotive
force (EMF) when charged. For example, in lithium-ion
batteries, the electrolyte is a liquid containing salts of
lithium that oxidize to produce lithium ions. The separator
706 divides the interior space 718 into two parts, but is
permeable to the charge carriers, e.g. Li+ ions. As the
arrows in FIG. 10 indicate, the Li+ ions pass through the
separator 706 from anode 704 to cathode 702 during
discharge and from cathode 702 to anode 704 during
charging of the battery 130.
[0161] A polarization layer 720 forms on each of the
cathode 702 and anode 704 due to charge separation
and the internal EMF of the battery winding 700. The

thickness of the polarization layers 720 may depend on
the geometry and relative condition of the battery 130,
as well as on the temperature and discharge rate of the
battery 130.
[0162] For lithium-ion batteries, a solid electrolyte in-
terphase (SEI) layer 722 also forms on the interior surface
of the anode 704 between the anode 704 and the asso-
ciated polarization layer 720. During charging of the bat-
tery winding 700, some of the electrolyte decomposes
on the anode 704 and forms the SEI layer 722. While
acting as a partial electrical insulator, the SEI layer 722
still provides overall ionic conductivity between the elec-
trolyte and the anode 704. The thickness of the SEI layer
722 also depends on the geometry and relative condition
of the battery 130. As will be explained, the SEI layer 722
and the other components of the battery winding 130
collaborate to provide the battery winding 130 with a char-
acteristic AC impedance response.
[0163] Referring now to FIG. 11 specifically, there is
shown a network model 750 used to model the imped-
ance characteristic of the battery winding 700 shown in
FIG. 10. The network model 750 includes a series com-
bination of an inductor (L) 752, a resistor (Rs) 754, and
two RC elements 756 and 758. The first RC element 756
includes a parallel combination of a resistor (Rf) 760 and
a capacitor (Cpe) 762. The second RC element 758 in-
cludes a parallel combination of a resistor (Rct) 764 and
a capacitor (Cd) 766.
[0164] Each of the battery parameters included in the
network model 750 represents the electrical character-
istic of one or more physical components of the battery
winding 700 shown in FIG. 10. It should be appreciated
that the complexity of the network model 750 may be
varied by taking into account the electrical characteristics
of a greater or a fewer number of physical components
of the battery winding 700. The network model 750 is
also shown as a linear system in this example embodi-
ment, but could also be modified to include some non-
linear components to provide a closer approximation of
the electrical characteristics of the battery winding phys-
ical components.
[0165] As shown in FIG. 11, inductor 752 models the
net inductance of the battery winding 700 and external
wire and other electronic connections. The inductance
of these components may be small or negligible and,
consequently, in some embodiments the inductor 752
may be omitted from the network model 750. Resistor
(Rs) 754 models the combined series resistance of the
cathode 702, separator 706, anode 704 and electrolyte
in the direction of ionic flow within the battery winding
700. The RC networks 756 and 758 account for other
charge dependent effects in the battery winding 700.
[0166] The RC network 756 accounts for the electrical
characteristic of the SEI layer 722. More specifically, re-
sistor (Rf) 760 and capacitor (Cpe) 762 model the resist-
ance and capacitance, respectively, of the SEI layer 722.
In a similar fashion, the RC network 758 corresponds to
and accounts for electrical characteristics of the double
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polarization layer 720. Capacitor (Cd) 766 represents the
combined capacitance across the two polarization layers
720, i.e. between the electrolyte and each of the cathode
702 and anode 704. Resistor (Rct) 764 models the re-
sistance associated with the transfer of charge carriers
between the electrolyte and one of the cathode 702 and
anode 704, through a corresponding one of the polariza-
tion layers 720.
[0167] The power management module 134, for exam-
ple, solves values for each of the battery parameters in-
cluded in the network model 750, e.g. using system anal-
ysis, to generate the reference impedance response for
authentic batteries over a broad range of frequencies.
The reference impedance response is stored in the pow-
er management module 134 for comparison against a
characterized impedance response of the battery wind-
ing 700, which the power management module 134 may
determine by measuring the impedance of the battery
winding 700 at different AC excitation frequencies.
[0168] Referring now to FIGS. 12A and 12B specifical-
ly, the characterized and reference impedances of a new,
authentic battery are illustrated. Graph 700 in FIG. 12A
plots the real and imaginary parts of the battery winding
impedance for different excitation frequencies. Curve
705 represents the reference impedance for authentic
batteries and curve 710 represents the characterized im-
pedance of the battery 130. The excitation frequencies
increase from region 715 (< approximately 1Hz) toward
region 720 (> approximately 10kHz).
[0169] Graph 750 in FIG. 12B plots the same data as
FIG. 12A, but with the magnitude and phase of the battery
winding impedance explicitly as a function of excitation
frequency. Accordingly, curve 755 represents the refer-
ence impedance magnitude for authentic batteries and
curve 760 represents the characterized impedance mag-
nitude of the battery 130, each explicitly as functions of
excitation frequency. Likewise, curve 765 represents the
reference impedance phase for authentic batteries and
curve 770 represents the characterized impedance
phase of the battery 130 as functions of excitation fre-
quency.
[0170] As FIGS. 12A and 12B confirm, the solved net-
work model 750 may be used to predict the impedance
of the battery 130 under AC excitation over a broad range
of frequencies. Thus, by measuring the impedance of the
battery 130 over a sufficient number of different excitation
frequencies and comparing against reference values, in
some embodiments, the power management module
134 may authenticate the battery 130 in terms of its char-
acteristic impedance response.
[0171] Additionally, the characteristic AC impedance
of the battery winding 700 provides the power manage-
ment module 134 with a basis for estimating the relative
condition of the battery 130.
[0172] Referring now to FIGS. 12C and 12D, the ref-
erence and characterized impedance responses for a
heavily cycled battery are shown. Graphs 800 and 850
in FIGS. 12C and 12D plot characterized and reference

impedance data under the same conditions as that of the
authentic battery plotted in FIGS. 12A and 12B, but after
the battery has been heavily cycled.
[0173] In graph 800, curve 805 represents the refer-
ence impedance for heavily cycled, authentic batteries,
while curve 810 represents the characterized impedance
of the battery 130 after heavy cycling. The excitation fre-
quencies again increase from region 815 (< approximate-
ly 1Hz) toward region 820 (> approximately 10kHz). Like-
wise in graph 850, the same data is presented explicitly
in terms of the magnitude and phase of the battery wind-
ing impedance as a function of excitation frequency. In
particular, curve 855 represents the reference imped-
ance magnitude for heavily cycled authentic batteries
and curve 860 represents the characterized impedance
magnitude of the battery 130 after heavy cycling frequen-
cy. Also, curve 865 represents the reference impedance
phase for heavily cycled authentic batteries and curve
870 represents the characterized impedance phase of
the battery 130 after heavy cycling.
[0174] As seen from FIGS. 12C and 12D, the imped-
ance of the battery winding 700 changes as the battery
130 ages. Accordingly, to estimate the relative condition
of the battery 130, the impedance response of authentic
batteries at different ages or states of health may be spec-
ified and stored in the power management module 134.
To estimate the relative condition of the battery 130, the
characterized impedance response of the battery 130 is
then compared against and matched to one of the spec-
ified reference responses for authentic batteries. The lo-
cation of the characterized impedance on the curve of
reference impedances may be correlated by the power
management module 134 with a certain age or state of
health.
[0175] While not explicitly shown, if the characterized
impedance response of the battery 130 does not corre-
spond to one of the specified impedance responses for
authentic batteries, the battery 130 will not be authenti-
cated. Alternatively, the power management module 134
will compare a different characterized response of the
battery 130 to reference values before determining that
the battery 130 is or is not authentic.

Electromagnetic Radiation (EMR)

[0176] Referring now to FIGS. 13A and 13B, the spec-
trum of electromagnetic radiation (EMR) emitted from the
battery 130 (FIG. 4) during operation provides the power
management module 134 (FIG. 4) with still another basis
for comparison between authentic and inauthentic bat-
teries. In some embodiments, the battery 130 is formed
by folding or rolling one or more of the battery windings
700 shown in FIG. 10 into a more compact three-dimen-
sional shape, typically a rectangular prism or cuboid. The
folded or rolled trajectory of the battery windings 100
turns the battery 130 into a pseudo antenna, so that bat-
tery current flowing through the battery windings 700
causes radiation of electromagnetic energy that is gen-
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erally detectable by nearby receiving antennas 170 on
the mobile device 100.
[0177] The physical geometry of the battery 130 will
generally affect the spectrum of EMR emitted from the
battery 130. For example, the length of the battery wind-
ings 700 will affect the resonant frequency of the pseudo
antenna provided by the battery 130. As will be appreci-
ated, the signal power of an antenna will be maximized
when the antenna is driven at the resonant frequency,
but will decrease toward zero as the signal drive frequen-
cy is shifted away from the antenna resonant frequency.
Depending on the resonant frequency of the battery wind-
ings 700, the battery 130 will emit EMR over a range of
frequencies centered on the resonant frequency.
[0178] In some embodiments, a capacitor 180 is con-
nectable to the battery 130 by a controlled switch 185,
for example, so that the resonant frequency of the battery
130 can be shifted between a natural resonant frequency
and an adjusted resonant frequency. The power man-
agement module 134, or alternatively the main processor
102 (FIG. 1), may control the switch 185 to selectively
connect or disconnect the capacitor 180 to the battery
winding 700.
[0179] As another example, most practical antennas
have a certain radiation pattern comprising one or more
"lobes" in which signal strength is comparatively larger
than at other angles. Thus, the signal emitted in one di-
rection will not necessarily have equal strength to the
signal emitted in a different direction. The direction of
folding or rolling of the battery windings 700 can, in some
cases, also affect the directivity of the EMR emitted from
the battery 130.
[0180] As illustrated by FIGS. 13A and 13B, in some
embodiments, the mobile device 100 includes a plurality
of receiving antennas 170 of various shapes and sizes
and at generally different physical locations on the mobile
device 100. For example, some of the antennas 170 may
be included in the communication subsystem 104 illus-
trated in FIG. 2 and used for communicating with a
long-range wireless network. Other of the antennas 170
may be part of the short-range communications subsys-
tem 122 (FIG. 1) and used for communicating with other
mobile devices over a short-range wireless network. The
antennas 170 may be designed or tuned to detect signals
in different frequency ranges depending on the particular
purpose of the given antenna 170. For illustrative pur-
poses, the antennas 170 are shown in FIGS. 13A and
13B as loops of generally different sizes to reflect this
possibility.
[0181] Depending on the resonant frequencies of the
battery winding 700 and the antennas 170, EMR emitted
from the battery 130 at certain frequencies will be detect-
able in the antennas 170 with corresponding reference
signal strengths relative to the signal power of the emitted
EMR. The directivity and spatial orientation of the battery
winding 700 in relation to the each respective antenna
170 will also generally affect the received signal strength
of the EMR detected at each antenna 170. The capacitor

180 may be connected to the battery winding 700 in order
to shift the resonant frequency of the battery winding 700
to a level that better matches the antennas 170 and caus-
es the EMR emitted from the battery winding 700 to be
detectable by a greater number of the antennas 170.
[0182] Because inauthentic batteries will have a gen-
erally different internal electrochemistry and physical
structure as compared to authentic batteries manufac-
tured from authorized sources, the spectrum of EMR
emitted from authentic batteries will generally differ from
that of inauthentic batteries. The EMR emitted from an
inauthentic battery will therefore not be detected by the
same antennas 170 with the same approximate received
signal strength, as compared to authentic batteries.
[0183] In some embodiments, the power management
module 134 measures the EMR spectrum of the battery
130 based upon the signal strength of the EMR received
at each of the antenna 170. For this purpose, the power
management module 134 may drive the battery winding
170 with a current of a selected frequency near the res-
onant frequency of the battery winding 700, and then
measure or otherwise determine the strength of the sig-
nals received at each of the antennas 170. The power
management module 134 then compares the received
signal strengths against reference values that have been
specified for authentic batteries and stored in the power
management module 134.
[0184] The power management module 134 may drive
the battery winding 700 at different frequencies and de-
termine the corresponding strengths of the signals re-
ceived at each of the antennas 170 at the different fre-
quencies. Because each of the antennas 170 is sensitive
to a different frequency range, the received signal
strengths should generally differ between the two exci-
tation frequencies. The power management module 134
may authenticate the battery by driving the battery wind-
ing 700 at a specific number of different excitation fre-
quencies, and comparing measured signal strengths
against reference values. If a specified subset of the re-
ceived signal strengths match with reference values, the
battery 130 is authenticated.
[0185] The spectrum of electromagnetic radiation
emitted by the battery winding 130 also allows the power
management module 134 to estimate the relative condi-
tion of the battery 130. As illustrated above in FIGS. 12C
and 12D, the effective impedance of the battery 130 drifts
as the battery 130 is aged. The changing impedance of
the battery 130 also causes a corresponding drift in the
resonant frequency of the battery winding 130. Accord-
ingly, the spectrum of EMR emitted from the battery wind-
ing 700 also changes characteristically as the battery 130
ages.
[0186] In some embodiments, the spectrum of EMR
emitted by authentic batteries at different intervals in the
life cycle of the battery 130 is determined and stored in
the power management module 134. By matching the
characterized EMR spectrum of the battery 130 to one
of the determined EMR spectrums corresponding to ref-
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erence values for authentic batteries of different ages,
the power management module 134 may also estimate
the relative condition of the battery 130. The relative con-
dition of the battery 130 may be estimated with or without
authenticating the battery 130 as described above.
[0187] Referring now to FIG. 14, there is illustrated a
method 900 for authenticating a battery, such as battery
130 (FIG. 4), for use with a mobile communication device
or other electronic device. The method 900 may be per-
formed by various components of the mobile device 100
(FIG. 1), including the main processor 102 or the power
management module 134 shown in FIG. 4. Accordingly,
the following description of method 900 may be abbrevi-
ated for clarity. Further details of method 900 are provid-
ed above with reference to various figures described pre-
viously.
[0188] At 905, optionally, a battery ID resistor included
in the battery 130 is read to identify a type of the battery
130. Alternatively, if the battery 130 includes an embed-
ded processer, a battery ID value may be requested from
the embedded processor at 905 to identify the type of
the battery 130. In some embodiments, a cryptographic
authentication of the battery 130 may also be performed
at 905.
[0189] Due to the existence of third-party unauthorized
or counterfeit batteries, the identification or authentica-
tion of the battery 130 performed at 905 through one or
more of the above-described acts may not always be
reliable. For example, it may be possible to intercept the
battery ID value or some piece of cryptographic data used
for authentication of the battery 130, thereby making false
identification or authentication possible. To enhance bat-
tery authentication and security, battery physical and
electrical parameters may be used diagnostically in var-
ious subsequent acts of method 900 to differentiate be-
tween authentic and inauthentic batteries without (or in
addition to) the use of cryptographic data or other previ-
ous authentication techniques.
[0190] At 910, an electrical or electromagnetic re-
sponse of the battery 130 due to current flow in one or
more windings or cells of a battery module is character-
ized or otherwise measured. To characterize the electri-
cal or electromagnetic response of the battery 130, one
or more different battery quantities may be measured,
such as the terminal voltage or current of the battery mod-
ule. In some embodiments, the voltage and current
measurements may be processed to calculate one or
more derivative quantities used to characterize the elec-
trical or electromagnetic response of the battery 130.
[0191] Without limitation, the measured electrical or
electromagnetic response of the battery 130 may include
any combination or one or more of the following: charge
capacity (FIGS. 5A and 5B), charge differential (FIGS.
6A, 6B, 7, 8), voltage slump (FIGS. 9A and 9B), electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (FIGS. 10, 11,
12-12D), and electromagnetic radiation (FIGS. 13A and
13B). Further specific details of each type of electrical or
electromagnetic response are provided above with ref-

erence to the figures noted respectively in parentheses.
[0192] At 915, the measured electrical or electromag-
netic response is compared with a reference electrical or
electromagnetic response for authentic batteries. The
reference electrical or electromagnetic response may be
specified and stored in the power management module
134, or alternatively the main processor 102, for compar-
ison with the measured electrical or electromagnetic re-
sponse. Each specified reference response may be spe-
cific to a set of external conditions to which the battery
130 may be subject, such as temperature and charge/dis-
charge rate.
[0193] A corresponding reference response may also
be specified and stored for each of a plurality of different
sets of conditions. The reference electrical or electro-
magnetic response compared against the characterized
response may be the one specified for conditions most
closely correlating to measured conditions of the battery
130. In some embodiments, a temperature sensor may
be used to detect the current temperature of the battery
130 in order to selecting the appropriate reference re-
sponse for comparison with the characterized response.
[0194] In some embodiments, the optionally read bat-
tery ID resistor or optionally obtained battery ID value is
also used at 915 to select one of the reference electrical
or electromagnetic responses that were specified for au-
thentic batteries. For example, reference electrical or
electromagnetic responses specified for batteries of the
same type of model as indicated by the battery ID resistor
or ID value may be selected.
[0195] At 920, it is determined whether or not the char-
acterized electrical or electromagnetic response of the
battery 130 matches the reference electrical or electro-
magnetic response. To make this determination, a range
or other criterion of matching may be defined. If it is de-
termined that the characterized and reference electrical
or electromagnetic responses do not match, the flow of
method acts proceeds to 930.
[0196] On the other hand, if it is determined at 920 that
the characterized and reference electrical responses
match, the flow of method acts proceeds to 925, in which
a counter used to track the number of successful matches
is incremented. Alternatively, some other suitable ap-
proach for keeping track of the number of successful
matches may be used at 925. The method then proceeds
to 930.
[0197] At 930, it is determined whether a threshold min-
imum number of characterized electrical or electromag-
netic responses have matched with corresponding ref-
erence responses. The threshold minimum number may
be variable, and may be based on the desired robustness
and accuracy of the method 900 and on the number of
different types of electrical or electromagnetic responses
characterized. In some embodiments, authentication
may be based on the matching of a single characterized
electrical or electromagnetic response, for example se-
lected from any of the above-noted types. The threshold
minimum number of matches for successful authentica-
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tion would then be one.
[0198] By way of a further example, two or more dif-
ferent types of electrical or electromagnetic responses
may be tested before the battery 130 will be authenticat-
ed, which may then be based on successfully matching
some minimum subset of the different characterized elec-
trical or electromagnetic responses. In some embodi-
ments, each of the above-noted types of electrical or elec-
tromagnetic responses of the battery 130 may be char-
acterized, with authentication of the battery 130 requiring
one or more or all of the characterized electrical or elec-
tromagnetic responses to be successfully matched with
corresponding reference electrical or electromagnetic re-
sponses.
[0199] If at 930, it is determined that the minimum
number of electrical or electromagnetic response char-
acterized for the battery 130 has been successfully
matched with corresponding reference responses, the
flow of method acts proceeds to 935 where the battery
130 is authenticated.
[0200] However, if it is determined that fewer than the
minimum number of electrical or electromagnetic re-
sponses characterized for the battery 130 have been suc-
cessfully matched with corresponding reference re-
sponses, the flow of method acts proceeds to 940 where
it is determined if additional responses remain to be char-
acterized.
[0201] If it is determined at 940 that no more electrical
or electromagnetic responses of the battery 130 remain
to be characterized (and fewer than the minimum number
of characterized electrical or electromagnetic responses
have been matched at 930), the flow of method acts pro-
ceeds to 945 where the battery 130 is not authenticated.
Should the battery 130 not be authenticated, the main
processor 102 may then initiate one or more defined pro-
tocols or sequences, which may include providing feed-
back to the user, controlling radio access in the mobile
device 100, preventing the mobile device from operating
or, for example, preventing the battery 130 from charging.
[0202] However, if it is determined at 940 that addition-
al electrical or electromagnetic responses of the battery
130 remain to be characterized, the flow of method acts
proceeds back to 910. The loop defined by 910 through
940 may be repeated until either it is determined at 930
that the minimum number of characterized electrical or
electromagnetic responses has been matched (resulting
in authentication of the battery 130) or it is determined
at 940 that no more electrical or electromagnetic re-
sponses of the battery 130 remain to be characterized
(resulting in non-authentication of the battery 130).
[0203] Although not explicitly shown in FIG. 14, in ad-
dition or as an alternative to performing authentication,
and with suitable modification, the method 900 may be
adapted to estimate a relative condition of the battery
130 (e.g. an age or state of health). For example, at 915,
the characterized electrical or electromagnetic response
of the battery 130 may be compared against one or more
different reference electrical or electromagnetic respons-

es for batteries of the same type as battery 130 specified
for different points in the lifetime of the battery 130. By
determining which one of the reference electrical or elec-
tromagnetic responses most closely matches the char-
acterized response, the relative condition of the battery
130 may be estimated (e.g. according to the relative con-
dition associated with the matched reference response).
Optionally, the estimate of the relative condition may also
be displayed to a user of the mobile device 100 on a
display, such as display 110 (FIG. 1), so that the user
may take suitable action.
[0204] Similar to authentication, an estimate of the rel-
ative condition of the battery 130 may also be determined
by comparing one or more different types of electrical or
electromagnetic responses. Accordingly, 920 through
940 may be unchanged for estimating the relative con-
dition of the battery 130. Of course, 935 would then cor-
respond to successful estimation of the relative condition,
while 945 would correspond to unsuccessful estimation
of the relative condition, for example because the char-
acterized electrical or electromagnetic responses were
too inconsistent for successful estimation.
[0205] In variant embodiments, multiple estimates of
the relative condition of the battery 130 may also be de-
termined by comparing one or more different types of
electrical or electromagnetic responses in accordance
with any of the embodiments described herein, and then
repeating the determination multiple times over some
time period. In one aspect, data identifying the relative
condition of the battery 130, and optionally other data
obtainable when determining the relative condition (e.g.
generated curve or model data, the date or time when a
given estimate of the relative condition was taken, etc.),
can be logged by storing the data in a memory store.
FIG. 15 illustrates one example of a method of determin-
ing an estimate of the relative condition of a battery in
accordance with at least one embodiment, with acts 960
and 970 being generally analogous to acts 910 and 915
of FIG. 14 respectively. Accordingly, a history of deter-
mined estimates of the relative condition of the battery
130 may be maintained. The mobile device 100 (e.g.
power management module 134) may be configured to
log the data by storing the data on the mobile device 100.
The data may be additionally or alternatively stored on
the battery 130 (e.g. battery memory 254). Data may be
partially stored on the mobile device 100, and partially
stored on the battery 130. In variant implementations,
the battery 130 (e.g. battery processor 252 or other mod-
ule or circuitry) may be configured to log the data by stor-
ing the data on the battery 130.
[0206] By providing logging functionality in combina-
tion with the features of the embodiments described here-
in, continuous monitoring of the battery 130 may be more
effectively implemented. This may enhance safety of bat-
tery use, or provide advance notice of a defective battery,
for example. For instance, if a series of estimates of the
relative condition of the battery 130 is taken over a period
of time, the rate of change in the degradation of the state
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of health of the battery may be determined. If the rate of
change of degradation exceeds a threshold tolerance
level (e.g. the battery is suffering wear over time much
more quickly than what would be typical for a "normal"
battery), then this may be indicative that the battery 130
is defective or has suffered damage. In one aspect, sim-
ilar to the warranty prediction functionality described pre-
viously, a corresponding data message, signal or other
indicator may be automatically transmitted by the mobile
device 100 to, for example, the manufacturer of the mo-
bile device 100 or battery 130, to provide notice of this
defect. If many batteries are experiencing the same con-
dition, this may provide the manufacturer with advanced
notice, allowing the manufacturer to plan accordingly
(e.g. prepare to deal with a recall or mass return of battery
stock).
[0207] Moreover, data that has been logged when de-
termining the relative condition in a given instance may
also be used in a subsequent instance for more efficient
processing. For example, if generated curve or model
data has been previously stored for the battery 130, some
of this data may then be re-used to more quickly generate
curves or other data when determining the current esti-
mate of the relative condition of battery 130 (or to au-
thenticate the battery 130, or both).
[0208] The graphs depicted herein are provided for il-
lustrative purposes to aid in the understanding of de-
scribed embodiments, and are not necessarily to scale.
No representation is being made as to accuracy of the
data used to produce the graphs or the processes used
to measure the data.
[0209] Some example embodiments have been de-
scribed herein with reference to the drawings and in terms
of certain specific details to provide a thorough compre-
hension of the described embodiments. However, it will
be understood that the embodiments described herein
may be practiced in some cases without one or more of
the described aspects. In some places, description of
well-known methods, procedures and components has
been omitted for convenience and to enhance clarity. It
should also be understood that various modifications to
the embodiments described and illustrated herein might
be possible. The scope of the embodiments is thereby
defined by the appended listing of claims.

Claims

1. An electronic device (100) comprising:

an interface for receiving a battery (130) com-
prising a battery module (262) for supplying
power to the electronic device (100); and
a power management module (134) coupled to
the battery and configured to:

measure an electromagnetic radiation
spectrum of the battery (130) due to current

flow in the battery module (262);
compare the measured electromagnetic ra-
diation spectrum of the battery (130) to a
reference electromagnetic radiation spec-
trum; and
if the measured electromagnetic radiation
spectrum corresponds to the reference
electromagnetic radiation spectrum, au-
thenticate the battery (130) for use with the
electronic device (100).

2. The device of claim 1, further comprising the battery
(130).

3. The device of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the device
comprises a mobile communication device.

4. The device of any one of claim 1 to 3, wherein the
reference electromagnetic radiation spectrum com-
prises an electromagnetic radiation spectrum of an
authentic battery.

5. The device of claim 4, wherein the power manage-
ment module (134) is further configured to:

compare the measured electromagnetic radia-
tion spectrum of the battery (130) to at least one
of a plurality of reference electromagnetic radi-
ation spectrums of the authentic battery, each
of the reference electromagnetic radiation spec-
trums corresponding to a different relative con-
dition of the authentic battery; and
determine a relative condition of the battery
(130) by associating the measured electromag-
netic radiation spectrum with one of the plurality
of reference electromagnetic radiation spec-
trums.

6. The device of claim 5, wherein the relative condition
of the battery (130) comprises at least one of an age
or state of health of the battery (130).

7. The device of any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the
power management module (134) is configured to:

measure a plurality of electromagnetic radiation
spectrums of the battery (130) due to current
flow in the battery module (262);
compare each of the measured plurality of elec-
tromagnetic radiation spectrums of the battery
(130) to a corresponding one of a plurality of
reference electromagnetic radiation spectrums;
and
if a minimum number of the measured plurality
of electromagnetic radiation spectrums corre-
sponds to a threshold number of the plurality of
reference electromagnetic radiation spectrums,
authenticate the battery (130) for use with the
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electronic device (100).

8. The device of any one of claims 1 to 6, further com-
prising a plurality of antennas (170) for detecting
electromagnetic radiation, and wherein the power
management module (134) is configured to:

measure the electromagnetic radiation spec-
trum of the battery (130) based on correspond-
ing signal strengths of the electromagnetic radi-
ation detected at each of the plurality of anten-
nas (170);
for each of the plurality of antennas (170), com-
pare the received signal strength of the electro-
magnetic radiation to a corresponding reference
signal strength; and
if a minimum number of the received signal
strengths corresponds to a threshold number of
the reference signal strengths, authenticate the
battery (130) for use with the electronic device
(100).

9. The device of claim 8, wherein each of the plurality
of antennas (170) is tuned to detect a different fre-
quency range of the electromagnetic radiation.

10. The device of claim 8, wherein the battery module
(262) comprises at least one battery winding, and
wherein each of the plurality of antennas (170) has
a different spatial orientation relative to the at least
one battery winding.

11. The device of claim 8, wherein the battery module
(262) comprises at least one battery winding, and
wherein the device (100) further comprises at least
one capacitor (180) switchably coupled to the battery
(130) for adjusting a resonant frequency of the at
least one battery winding.

12. A method for authenticating a battery (130) for use
with an electronic device (100), the battery compris-
ing a battery module (262) for supplying power to
the electronic device (100), the method comprising:

measuring an electromagnetic radiation spec-
trum of the battery (130) due to current flow in
the battery module (262);
comparing the measured electromagnetic radi-
ation spectrum of the battery (130) to an expect-
ed electromagnetic radiation spectrum; and
if the measured electromagnetic radiation spec-
trum corresponds to the expected electromag-
netic radiation spectrum, authenticating the de-
vice battery (130) for use with the electronic de-
vice (100).

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising:

measuring a plurality of electromagnetic radia-
tion spectrums of the battery (130) due to current
flow in the battery module (262);
comparing each of the characterized plurality of
electromagnetic radiation spectrums of the bat-
tery (130) to a corresponding one of a plurality
of expected electromagnetic radiation spec-
trums; and
if a minimum number of the measured plurality
of electromagnetic radiation spectrums corre-
sponds to a threshold number of the plurality of
expected electromagnetic radiation spectrums,
authenticating the battery (130) for use with the
electronic device (100).

14. The method of claim 12, wherein the electronic de-
vice (100) comprises a plurality of antennas (170)
for detecting electromagnetic radiation, and wherein
the method further comprises:

measuring the electromagnetic radiation spec-
trum of the battery (130) based on correspond-
ing signal strengths of the electromagnetic radi-
ation detected at each of the plurality of anten-
nas (170);
for each of the plurality of antennas (170), com-
paring the received signal strength of the elec-
tromagnetic radiation to a corresponding refer-
ence signal strength; and
if a minimum number of the received signal
strengths corresponds to a threshold number of
the reference signal strengths, authenticating
the battery (130) for use with the electronic de-
vice (100).

15. A power management module for an electronic de-
vice supplied with power from a battery comprising
a battery module, the power management module
comprising a processor and memory coupled to the
processor storing instructions which when imple-
mented by the processor cause the power manage-
ment module to perform the steps of any one of
claims 12 to 14.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. An electronic device (100) comprising:

an interface for receiving a battery (130) com-
prising a battery module (262) for supplying
power to the electronic device (100); and
a power management module (134) coupled to
the interface for receiving the battery and con-
figured to:

measure an electromagnetic radiation
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spectrum of the battery (130) due to current
flow in the battery module (262);
compare the measured electromagnetic ra-
diation spectrum of the battery (130) to a
reference electromagnetic radiation spec-
trum; and
if the measured electromagnetic radiation
spectrum corresponds to the reference
electromagnetic radiation spectrum, au-
thenticate the battery (130) for use with the
electronic device (100).

2. The device of claim 1, further comprising the bat-
tery (130).

3. The device of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the device
comprises a mobile communication device.

4. The device of any one of claim 1 to 3, wherein the
reference electromagnetic radiation spectrum com-
prises an electromagnetic radiation spectrum of an
authentic battery.

5. The device of claim 4, wherein the power man-
agement module (134) is further configured to:

compare the measured electromagnetic radia-
tion spectrum of the battery (130) to at least one
of a plurality of reference electromagnetic radi-
ation spectrums of the authentic battery, each
of the reference electromagnetic radiation spec-
trums corresponding to a different relative con-
dition of the authentic battery; and
determine a relative condition of the battery
(130) by associating the measured electromag-
netic radiation spectrum with one of the plurality
of reference electromagnetic radiation spec-
trums.

6. The device of claim 5, wherein the relative condi-
tion of the battery (130) comprises at least one of an
age or state of health of the battery (130).

7. The device of any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein
the power management module (134) is configured
to:

measure a plurality of electromagnetic radiation
spectrums of the battery (130) due to current
flow in the battery module (262);
compare each of the measured plurality of elec-
tromagnetic radiation spectrums of the battery
(130) to a corresponding one of a plurality of
reference electromagnetic radiation spectrums;
and
if a minimum number of the measured plurality
of electromagnetic radiation spectrums corre-
sponds to a threshold number of the plurality of

reference electromagnetic radiation spectrums,
authenticate the battery (130) for use with the
electronic device (100).

8. The device of any one of claims 1 to 6, further
comprising a plurality of antennas (170) for detecting
electromagnetic radiation, and wherein the power
management module (134) is configured to:

measure the electromagnetic radiation spec-
trum of the battery (130) based on correspond-
ing signal strengths of the electromagnetic radi-
ation detected at each of the plurality of anten-
nas (170);
for each of the plurality of antennas (170), com-
pare the received signal strength of the electro-
magnetic radiation to a corresponding reference
signal strength; and
if a minimum number of the received signal
strengths corresponds to a threshold number of
the reference signal strengths, authenticate the
battery (130) for use with the electronic device
(100).

9. The device of claim 8, wherein each of the plurality
of antennas (170) is tuned to detect a different fre-
quency range of the electromagnetic radiation.

10. The device of claim 8, wherein the battery module
(262) comprises at least one battery winding, and
wherein each of the plurality of antennas (170) has
a different spatial orientation relative to the at least
one battery winding.

11. The device of claim 8, wherein the battery module
(262) comprises at least one battery winding, and
wherein the device (100) further comprises at least
one capacitor (180) switchably coupled to the battery
(130) for adjusting a resonant frequency of the at
least one battery winding.

12. A method for authenticating a battery (130) for
use with an electronic device (100), the battery com-
prising a battery module (262) for supplying power
to the electronic device (100), the method compris-
ing:

measuring an electromagnetic radiation spec-
trum of the battery (130) due to current flow in
the battery module (262);
comparing the measured electromagnetic radi-
ation spectrum of the battery (130) to an expect-
ed electromagnetic radiation spectrum; and
if the measured electromagnetic radiation spec-
trum corresponds to the expected electromag-
netic radiation spectrum, authenticating the de-
vice battery (130) for use with the electronic de-
vice (100).
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13. The method of claim 12, further comprising:

measuring a plurality of electromagnetic radia-
tion spectrums of the battery (130) due to current
flow in the battery module (262);
comparing each of the characterized plurality
of electromagnetic radiation spectrums of the
battery (130) to a corresponding one of a plural-
ity of expected electromagnetic radiation spec-
trums; and
if a minimum number of the measured plurality
of electromagnetic radiation spectrums corre-
sponds to a threshold number of the plurality of
expected electromagnetic radiation spectrums,
authenticating the battery (130) for use with the
electronic device (100).

14. The method of claim 12, wherein the electronic
device (100) comprises a plurality of antennas (170)
for detecting electromagnetic radiation, and wherein
the method further comprises:

measuring the electromagnetic radiation spec-
trum of the battery (130) based on correspond-
ing signal strengths of the electromagnetic radi-
ation detected at each of the plurality of anten-
nas (170);
for each of the plurality of antennas (170), com-
paring the received signal strength of the elec-
tromagnetic radiation to a corresponding refer-
ence signal strength; and
if a minimum number of the received signal
strengths corresponds to a threshold number of
the reference signal strengths, authenticating
the battery (130) for use with the electronic de-
vice (100).

15. A power management module for an electronic
device supplied with power from a battery comprising
a battery module, the power management module
comprising a processor and memory coupled to the
processor storing instructions which when imple-
mented by the processor cause the power manage-
ment module to perform the steps of any one of
claims 12 to 14.
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